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Abstract
The human brain has the ability to focus on a desired sound source in the presence
of several active sound sources. The machine based method lags behind in mimicking
this particular skill of human beings. In the domain of digital signal processing this
problem is termed as the cocktail party problem. This thesis thus aims to further
the field of acoustic source separation in the frequency domain based on exploiting
source independence. The main challenge in such frequency domain algorithms is the
permutation problem. Independent vector analysis (IVA) is a frequency domain blind
source separation algorithm which can theoretically obviate the permutation problem
by preserving the dependency structure within each source vector whilst eliminating
the dependency between the frequency bins of different source vectors. This thesis in
particular focuses on improving the separation performance of IVA algorithms which
are used for frequency domain acoustic source separation in real room environments.
The source prior is crucial to the separation performance of the IVA algorithm as it
is used to model the nonlinear dependency structure within the source vectors. An
alternative multivariate Student’s t distribution source prior is proposed for the IVA
algorithm as it is known to be well suited for modelling certain speech signals due to
its heavy tail nature. Therefore the nonlinear score function that is derived from the
proposed Student’s t source prior can better model the dependency structure within the
frequency bins and thereby enhance the separation performance and the convergence
speed of the IVA and the Fast version of the IVA (FastIVA) algorithms.
4
5A novel energy driven mixed Student’s t and the original super Gaussian source prior
is also proposed for the IVA algorithms. As speech signals can be composed of many
high and low amplitude data points, therefore the Student’s t distribution in the mixed
source prior can account for the high amplitude data points whereas the original su-
per Gaussian distribution can cater for the other information in the speech signals.
Furthermore, the weight of both distributions in the mixed source prior can be ad-
justed according to the energy of the observed mixtures. Therefore the mixed source
prior adapts the measured signals and further enhances the performance of the IVA
algorithm.
A common approach within the IVA algorithm is to model different speech sources with
an identical source prior, however this does not account for the unique characteristics
of each speech signal. Therefore dependency modelling for different speech sources
can be improved by modelling different speech sources with different source priors.
Hence, the Student’s t mixture model (SMM) is introduced as a source prior for the
IVA algorithm. This new source prior can adapt according to the nature of different
speech signals and the parameters for the proposed SMM source prior are estimated
by deriving an efficient expectation maximization (EM) algorithm. As a result of this
study, a novel EM framework for the IVA algorithm with the SMM as a source prior is
proposed which is capable of separating the sources in an efficient manner.
The proposed algorithms are tested in various realistic reverberant room environments
with real speech signals. All the experiments and evaluation demonstrate the robustness
and enhanced separation performance of the proposed algorithms.
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Statement of Originality
The contributions of this thesis are mainly associated with the improvement of indepen-
dent vector analysis (IVA) algorithms for speech separation in real room environments.
The novelty of the contributions is supported by the following international journal and
conference papers.
In Chapter 4, the dependency structure within frequency domain speech signals is ex-
ploited and a new multivariate Student’s t source prior is proposed for the FastIVA
method. The proposed source prior can better model the nonlinear dependency struc-
ture due to the heavy tailed nature of the Student’s t distribution. Therefore, this
new source prior improves the separation performance and convergence speed of the
FastIVA method in the real room environments. The work was published in:
1. W. Rafique, S. M. Naqvi, P. J. B. Jackson and J. A. Chambers, ‘IVA algorithms
using a multivariate Student’s t source prior for speech source separation in real
room environments’, International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal
Processing (ICASSP), South Brisbane, Australia, pp. 474-478, 2015.
2. W. Rafique, S. Erateb, S. M. Naqvi and J. A. Chambers, ‘Evaluation of Source
Separation Algorithms, including the IVA algorithm with various source priors,
using Binaural Room Impulse Responses’, 10th International IMA Conference,
Birmingham, UK, 2014.
In Chapter 5, a mixture of the multivariate Student’s t and the original super Gaussian
distribution is adopted as the source prior for the IVA and the FastIVA algorithms.
In the mixed source prior, the Student’s t distribution due to its heavy tailed nature
can better model the high amplitude information in the speech signals and the super
Gaussian distribution can be used to model the rest of the information. Firstly, equal
weights were assigned to both distributions in the mixed source prior. Then in order
Contents 12
to adapt the mixed source prior according to different speech signals, the weight of
both distributions in the mixed source prior was adjusted according to the energy of
the observed signals and therefore this energy driven mixed source prior can adapt
according to various observed mixture signals. The results are published in:
3. W. Rafique, S. M. Naqvi and J. A. Chambers, ‘Speech source separation using
the IVA algorithm with multivariate mixed super gaussian student’s t source
prior in real room environment’, in Proc. IET Intelligent Signal Processing (ISP)
Conference, London, UK, 2015.
4. W. Rafique, S. M. Naqvi and J. A. Chambers, ‘Mixed source prior for the fast
independent vector analysis algorithm,’ IEEE Sensor Array and Multichannel
Signal Processing Workshop (SAM), pp. 1-5, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 2016.
5. W. Rafique, S. Erateb, S. M. Naqvi, S. S. Dlay and J. A. Chambers, ‘Independent
vector analysis for source separation using an energy driven mixed Student’s t
and super Gaussian source prior’, European Signal Processing Conference (EU-
SIPCO), pp. 858-862, Budapest, Hungry, 2016.
In Chapter 6, an efficient expectation maximization framework is derived for the IVA
algorithm and in order to adapt the independent vector analysis algorithm with different
speech signals, instead of a conventional single distribution source prior, a new Student’s
t mixture model is proposed as a source prior for the IVA method. The parameters
of the mixture model for different speech signals were estimated with the expectation
maximization method. A journal article is in preparation.
6. W. Rafique , S. M. Naqvi and J. A. Chambers, ‘An efficient expectation maxi-
mization framework for independent vector analysis with a Student’s t mixture
model source prior for frequency domain blind source separation’, journal article
in preparation, 2016.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Human beings process audio information during various activities in their daily
life. On numerous occasions, human beings have to focus on a particular sound of
interest in the presence of many unwanted and distracting sounds. A person with
healthy hearing capability is capable of hearing and identify a particular sound
of interest even in a crowded environment. This ability of the human hearing
system to identify different acoustic sources and perform difficult acoustic tasks
is yet to be fully understood. Numerous efforts in the past decades have been
dedicated to understand the capabilities of humans and mapping these qualities
to machines but it remains a difficult task. This problem of separating speech
signals getting disturbed by surrounding voices is known as the cocktail party
problem [1, 2]. The solution of the cocktail party problem is to build a method
which can separate the desired speech source while suppressing all the background
sound sources [3, 4].
Plenty of research has been conducted during the past few decades in the sig-
nal processing community to try and mimic the human hearing abilities in the
machines. This research includes various techniques such as source localisation,
source detection, source tracking and source separation. Computational auditory
scene analysis (CASA) is the result of this research. CASA is known mainly in
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the computer science community and it is the research which approximates the
human ability to localise and isolate the desired acoustic source in a crowded
environment [5, 6]. In the signal processing community, attempts to solve the
machine cocktail party problem are known as blind source separation (BSS). In
the past, attempts have been made to solve the cocktail party problem by using
the combination of BSS and CASA [7]. The focus of this thesis is mainly on
signal processing techniques such as blind source separation.
Figure 1.1: The cocktail party problem (Image courtesy: Telegraph.co.uk)
1.1 Blind Source Separation
Blind source separation (BSS) is a statistical technique that refers to the sepa-
ration of speech sources when there is no a prior information available about the
mixing process [8, 9]. The BSS methods can generally separate different sound
sources by exploiting their statistical properties.
In recent years, various approaches have been proposed to solve the blind source
separation problem. One of the state-of-the-art topics in blind source separation
is independent component analysis (ICA) which was introduced by Herault and
Jutten in 1985 [10, 11]. The ICA method maximizes the mutual independence
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between the source signals however it assumes the unknown mixing process to
be instantaneous, which means the source signals are transmitted directly to
the listeners without any time delays or reflections [12]. However, in realistic
environments, there are reverberations and signals reaching the listeners contain
time delayed versions of the original sources. Therefore the instantaneous model
is not an appropriate solution for the cocktail party problem as it is an over
simplification of the complex real room environment.
In realistic environments, instead of the single direct path, signals mostly take
multiple paths to the sensors, therefore the convolutive mixing model is a more
appropriate representation of practical scenarios. Generally, there are two types
of convolutive model which are anechoic and echoic mixing models. The anechoic
mixing model only considers the time delays between the source and sensors
whereas the echoic model considers the time delays caused not only by the direct
path, but also by the early reflections and late reverberations. The main focus of
this thesis is the echoic model, since this model is a more accurate model of the
real room environment. As the convolutive mixing model for BSS involves time
delays and reverberation, each element of the mixing model is basically a linear
filter in the time domain which has sufficient support to describe the multipath
between sources and sensors.
The convolutive BSS problem is usually tackled in the frequency domain, mainly
because in the time domain the room impulse responses are often on the or-
der of thousands of samples which makes time domain methods computationally
complex for convolutive BSS [14]. Since frequency domain methods convert the
convolutive time domain problem into a simple multiplication in the frequency
domain, computational cost is significantly reduced. In the frequency domain,
the convolutive model can be converted into bin-wise instantaneous mixtures at
each frequency bin, and the ICA algorithm can be implemented to separate the
sources from the mixtures. When the ICA method is implemented bin-wise in
the frequency domain, the final separation performance is generally influenced by
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the permutation problem and the scaling problem.
In the frequency domain ICA algorithm, the scaling problem can be mitigated
by using matrix normalization [12, 13]. On the other hand, the permutation
ambiguity is the major problem, and causes potential misalignment of sources at
different frequency bins. Therefore, when the separated sources are reconstructed
in the time domain, it affects the actual separation performance of the algorithm,
which is generally poor. Various techniques have been proposed in the signal
processing community to mitigate the permutation problem in frequency domain
blind source separation [14]. Some of the techniques use localization information
to improve the separation performance [15–17]. Other solutions include the use
of both audio and video information to solve the permutation problem [18–20].
The main problem with these techniques is that they need pre or post processing
which generally add extra complexity and latency in the system.
In order to solve the permutation problem, independent vector analysis (IVA)
was proposed by Kim et al [21, 22]. The IVA method can theoretically avoid
the permutation problem by maximizing the dependence within the frequency
components of each source vector while maximizing the independence between
different source vectors [21]. The IVA method exploits a multivariate dependency
model to retain the dependency between frequency bins, instead of a univariate
model that was used for the ICA method. Therefore it solves the permutation
problem within the algorithm convergence process without the need of any pre
or post processing techniques.
The main idea of the IVA algorithm is to preserve the dependency structure and
the choice of the particular multivariate score function is crucial to its perfor-
mance [21]. This multivariate score function is derived from the multivariate
source prior; therefore selecting an appropriate source prior is very important to
improve the performance of the IVA algorithm. The original IVA method uses
a multivariate Laplacian distribution as the source prior for the IVA method
in an attempt to solve permutation problem. However the improvement in the
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separation performance of the resulting IVA method is still needed. In order to
improve the separation in the IVA method, a chain-like overlapped model has
been adopted for modelling the dependency structure, since the dependencies be-
tween different frequency bins could be different [23]. Also, an auxiliary function
based technique has been used within the IVA method to improve its convergence
speed [24] and some other methods based on understanding and exploiting the
source structure have been used to improve the separation performance of the
IVA method [25–28, 45]. These methods are based on exploiting the harmonic
frequency and power variations within the source signals but further improvement
is needed in these techniques.
1.2 Applications of Blind Source Separation
Blind source separation has been used in several fields in recent years as it can
extract the desired signals from the observed signal mixtures [8]. It can have
potential applications in several different fields.
In the field of biomedical signal processing, BSS techniques can be used to pro-
cess electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiography (ECG) and electromyo-
graphy (EMG)signals [30]. During the measurement of ECG, EEG and EMG
signals from different body parts and desired measurements can get mixed, so
BSS techniques can be used to separate the desired signals [31, 32]. BSS tech-
niques are also used in high quality hearing aids as they can improve performance
to reduce the listening effort for the users [33, 34].
BSS techniques can also be used in acoustic surveillance as they can be used
to separate the mixed information and help the security agencies in intelligence
and spying operations [35, 36]. Also, BSS methods have been used in underwa-
ter acoustic systems as BSS techniques can help in detection and separation of
underwater acoustic signals which is helpful in understanding of the underwater
environment, tracking ship movements and detecting any underwater oil or gas
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leakages [37].
In the field of image restoration, BSS techniques have been used for deconvolu-
tion [38,39]. Also, speech recognition systems must operate in difficult cluttered
environments and therefore performance is generally affected in the presence of
near by interfering sound sources. For example, the Siri voice recognition system
that has been developed by Apple company takes voice commands from users to
perform different task on mobile phones [40] and its performance is affected if
there are interfering sources in close proximity. BSS methods can potentially be
used in such scenarios to suppress the interfering sound sources and enhance the
performance of speech recognition systems.
1.3 Aim and Objectives of the Thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to further the research on source separation by
investigating and improving the IVA algorithms to achieve an efficient source
separation system. The particular objectives of this thesis are:
• Objective 1: to exploit the multivariate Student’s t distribution as the
source prior in various forms of the IVA algorithm to improve the conver-
gence and separation performance.
Chapter 4 deals with the Objective 1 of the thesis. Since the choice of source
prior is critical to the performance of IVA algorithms, the Student’s t source
prior is adopted as a source prior for the IVA and the fast version of the IVA
algorithm as it can better model speech signals thereby improving the separation
performance of both algorithms achieving a faster convergence speed in terms of
iteration numbers.
• Objective 2: to utilise the statistical property of the mixture signals to select
automatically the mixing parameter of a combined distribution source prior
and to achieve improved separation performance.
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In Chapter 5, a mixture of the Student’s t distribution and the original super
Gaussian distribution is proposed as a source prior for the IVA algorithms. The
weight of both distributions in the mixed source prior is adapted according to
the energy of the observed mixture signals. Moreover, the overlapped chain type
structure is used to model the dependency within the frequency bins to achieve
a robust and improved separation performance with the IVA algorithms.
• Objective 3: to derive and evaluate the expectation maximization (EM)
framework to obtain a new form of IVA algorithm which explicitly adapts
the source prior according to the measured signal properties.
Chapter 6 addresses this objective by exploiting the EM framework for the orig-
inal IVA algorithm. The complete EM framework based IVA is derived and this
new framework for the IVA algorithm adapts the source prior according to the
properties of the measured signals and therefore it enhances the robustness and
the separation performance of the IVA algorithm.
• Objective 4: to perform extensive evaluation studies with real speech and
room impulse response measurements to confirm the performance gains of
the methods proposed in objectives 1, 2 and 3.
In Chapters 4, 5 and 6 the IVA algorithms are evaluated with real speech sig-
nals and by using the real room impulse responses which depict the separation
performance of the proposed algorithms in the room environments.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 provides an introduction of the frequency domain blind source sepa-
ration problem. A synopsis of independent component analysis is included and
its advantages and limitations are discussed in the context of frequency domain
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BSS problem. The natural gradient independent vector analysis algorithm is
introduced in order to solve the permutation problem of the frequency domain
ICA algorithm. Finally, the fast version of the IVA algorithm is discussed, which
improves the convergence speed of the original IVA method.
Chapter 3 illustrates the experimental settings that are used to evaluate different
algorithms throughout this thesis. The real room impulses responses are discussed
along with the details of real room settings that are used in the experimentations.
Furthermore the performance measures that are used to quantify the separation
performance of the algorithms are discussed.
Chapter 4 studies a new multivariate Student’ t source prior for the different
versions of the IVA algorithm. The source prior is used to derive the nonlinear
score function for the IVA method, therefore it is critical to the performance of
the algorithm. The multivariate Student’s t distribution is proposed as a source
prior for both the IVA and the FastIVA method and the separation performance
and convergence speed of the IVA and the FastIVA algorithms with the new
source prior is compared with the original super Gaussian source prior.
Chapter 5 introduces a mixed source prior for the IVA algorithm. A convex
combination of the Student’s t and the original super Gaussian source prior is
adopted as a source prior for the IVA and the FastIVA method, to better model
the speech signals. Furthermore, an energy driven version of the mixed source
prior is proposed which can adapt the weight of both distributions in the mixed
source prior according to the energy of the observed mixture signals. Moreover, an
overlapped clique (block) structure was adopted to model the dependency within
the frequency bins. This new energy driven source prior was used for both the
IVA and the FastIVA methods and the separation performance of both algorithms
is tested in different reverberant room environments and it consistently improves
the separation performance of both versions of the IVA algorithm.
Chapter 6 describes an efficient implementation of the expectation maximization
(EM) framework for the IVA algorithm. Instead of a single distribution source
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prior for the IVA algorithm, the Student’s t mixture model (SMM) is adopted as a
source prior for the IVA method. It enables the source prior for the IVA algorithm
to adapt according to different mixture signals and therefore the proposed source
prior can properly model the nonlinear dependency structure within speech sig-
nals. An efficient EM algorithm was derived to estimate the parameters of the
SMM source prior. The proposed method was tested with real room impulse
responses and the experimental results confirm the advantage of the proposed
method.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and discusses the directions for future work.
Chapter 2
BACKGROUND AND
RELEVANT LITERATURE
REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The process of automated separation of acoustic sources from the measured mix-
tures is known as acoustic blind source separation (BSS). The typical application
of blind source separation is the cocktail party problem. The process of focusing
on one particular acoustic source of interest in the presence of multiple sound
sources is known as the cocktail party problem [1]. Human beings can easily
pay attention to one of the speakers in the presence of multiple active speakers;
however, it is much more difficult to replicate the same ability in machines. In
the past few decades, plenty of research has been conducted to study different
aspects of the cocktail party problem. This research includes the study of the
geometry of the microphone array [42], room impulse response identification [43],
localisation of speech sources [17] and statistical estimation of speech sources.
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is one of the fundamental techniques to
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solve the cocktail party problem. The ICA algorithm was proposed by Herault
and Jutten [10, 11] and it will be reviewed in this chapter. Independent vector
analysis (IVA) is an extension of the ICA algorithm which was proposed to the-
oretically mitigate the permutation problem of ICA which is inherent to most of
the BSS algorithms [22]. Two types of IVA algorithm will be reviewed in detail in
this chapter. The first of the IVA algorithms is the original natural gradient IVA
algorithm, it makes use of the gradient descent method to optimize the objective
function. The fast fixed point IVA is the fast version of the IVA algorithm as it
uses the Newton method to minimize the objective function. Mixing models for
the BSS problem are discussed in the next section.
2.2 Mixing Models
One of the difficulties of BSS is that this problem particularly relies on the manner
in which different source signals are mixed together in the physical environment.
The simplest way of signals mixing together deals with an instantaneous mixing
model, in which source signals include no delayed versions. This is the ideal
scenario for the mixing process of different signals and the initial research and
algorithms in the field of BSS were based on this model but such algorithms have
limited practical application in the realistic scenarios. In real world multipath
and reverberant environments, the signals measured at the acoustic sensors are
convolutive mixtures of the sources [44]. Both instantaneous and convolutive
mixing models will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
2.2.1 The Instantaneous Mixing Model
When a mixture of signals can be expressed as a linear combination of the original
sources at every time instant, it is described as an instantaneous mixing model
[12]. This model assumes that different sensors only receive the scaled version
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of the sound sources from the direct path between microphones and speakers.
An instantaneous mixture for the two microphones and two sources case can be
mathematically defined as follows:x1(t)
x2(t)
 =
a11 a12
a21 a22
s1(t)
s2(t)
+
ζ1(t)
ζ2(t)
 (2.1)
where s1(t) and s2(t) represent the source signals and x1(t) and x2(t) represent the
mixture signals. The parameter a12 represents the time-invariant transfer function
coefficient between the source s2 and x1 and it represents the simple acoustic path
between the source and the microphone. Likewise, matrix elements amn holds the
other transfer function coefficients between sources and microphones. The signals
ζ1(t) and ζ2(t) represents the additive noise. The noise term ζ(t) can be considered
as extra spatially separated sources, however it is dropped from the reminder of
thesis for brevity as in many other works in the field [21]. Equation (2.1) can be
written generally for m microphones and n sources without noise as follows:
x(t) = A(t)s(t) (2.2)
where x(t) is a received mixture vector, x(t) = [x1(t), x2(t), ...., xm(t)]
T whereas,
the source signal is a vector s(t) = [s1(t), s2(t), ...., sn(t)]
T , and A is a m × n
mixing matrix and the index t denotes the discrete time index.
This is the simplest form of modelling a mixture of signals. This is the case for
an ideal surrounding environment where no reverberation or multipath exists.
Therefore the instantaneous model only considers the source signals being am-
plitude modulated and not time delayed or echoed [41]. An ideal instantaneous
model is shown in Figure 2.1. There are several applications in signal processing
where the instantaneous mixture model is applicable. It can be used in brain
science as the BSS algorithms help to determine hidden components of various
brain activity from sequences of brain action as recorded by an electroencephalo-
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gram (EEG) [12]. An instantaneous mixing model can also be used in image
processing applications, in which the separation of independent elements in an
image is required to improve the image quality [38]. However, a realistic approach
for speech separation must take the convolutive mixing of the acoustic paths into
consideration, as in the real reverberant environment multipath effects cannot be
ignored.
Figure 2.1: Instantaneous mixing model with three sources and microphones
In the real room environment, different speech sources mixed together to form
convolutive mixtures and details of this mixing process are discussed in the next
section.
2.3 Convolutive Mixing Model
The instantaneous mixture model is not sufficient to represent various problems of
the real world environment as it only considers the scaled version of sound signals
and does not consider delayed versions of sources from reverberations. Moreover,
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in the real environment speech signals are non-stationary and are temporally
spread by the reverberant environment i.e. they arrive at different times and
are delayed as they travel towards the sensors [56]. It makes the problem of
source separation more challenging to solve and the complexity of the problem
increases with the reverberation time [14]. Therefore in practical scenarios, source
separation algorithms consider the convolutive mixing model. For the two sources
and two microphones case, the convolutive model can be represented as follows
[44]:
x1(t) = [a11(t)⊗ s1(t) + a12(t)⊗ s2(t)] + ζ1(t) (2.3)
x2(t) = [a21(t)⊗ s1(t) + a22(t)⊗ s2(t)] + ζ2(t) (2.4)
where ⊗ represents the convolution operator. The general form of the convolutive
mixing model can be represented as:
x(t) = [A(t)⊗ s(t)] + ζ(t) (2.5)
For the general case the mixing filter is an m× n polynomial matrix A, where m
denotes the number of the sources and n represents the number of sensors. Given
the convolutive mixing model in Equation (2.5), the problem then is determining
m × n coefficients of the polynomial A, and thereby, to estimate the source
signals. This is a complicated process as matrix A is a matrix of filters, instead
of a matrix of scalars, which is the case for the instantaneous mixture model. In
order to overcome the computational complexity, the convolutive mixing model
can be moved to the frequency domain, since the convolution in the time domain
is equivalent to multiplication in the frequency domain [52]. Hence, the time
domain convolutive mixing model without noise can be written in the frequency
domain as follows.
x(k) = A(k)s(k) (2.6)
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where x(k) = [x1(k), x2(k) · · ·xm(k)]T and s(k) = [s1(k), s2(k) · · · sn(k)]T are the
observed mixture signal vector and the source signal vector both in the frequency
domain, respectively, and (.)T denotes vector transpose. A(k) is the mixing ma-
trix. The dimension for A(k) is m x n and the index k denotes the k-th frequency
bin of this multivariate model. In this thesis, focus is on the exactly determined
case, that means there is an equal number of speakers and microphones, therefore
the mixing matrix A(k) is assumed to be a square matrix at all frequency bins.
The convolutive mixing model is shown in Figure 2.2. For the reminder of thesis
all mixtures are assumed to be convolutive in the time domain and the frequency
domain conversion is considered to cut down the computational complexity for
the BSS algorithms.
Figure 2.2: Convolutive mixing model with three sources and microphones.
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2.4 Statistical Solution to Convolutive BSS Prob-
lem
During the past few decades, various research studies have been conducted to find
an appropriate solution for the BSS problem [14]. In the start, the main focus
of the research was to determine a solution for the time domain BSS problem.
However, in realistic environments, the impulses response are very complex as
their length is on the order of thousands of samples. Therefore, the time domain
methods for source separation are generally computationally high [46,47]. In order
to overcome the computational complexity of the time domain BSS methods, a
frequency domain solution for the BSS problem was introduced by Parra and
Spence [44]. Since the frequency domain methods reduce the computational cost
of the algorithms, various frequency domain methods have been proposed for the
solution of BSS problem [14, 48–50]. Independent component analysis is a well
known method for the source separation problem and it is discussed in the next
section.
2.4.1 Independent Component Analysis
Independent component analysis (ICA) is one of the main tools to solve the BSS
problem and it was clearly formalised by Comon [11] whereas the initial concept
was introduced by Herault and Jutten [10]. ICA is a well-known statistical tech-
nique for disclosing hidden variables and factors from sets of observed random
measurements. The ICA method in its simplest form was initially introduced to
solve the problem of BSS in the instantaneous mixing model. However, in realistic
scenarios, different speech sources mixed together according to the convolutive
mixing model and therefore the ICA method has to separate the sources from
convolutive mixtures. Since the implementation of the ICA method for convolu-
tive mixtures in the time domain is computationally complex therefore in order
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to overcome the computational complexity, the ICA method is implemented in
the frequency domain [52,53]. In the frequency domain implementation, the ICA
algorithm for the instantaneous mixing model can be implemented at each fre-
quency bin. This necessarily is the parallel execution of the ICA algorithm for
the instantaneous model at each frequency bin for the solution of convolutive
BSS. The ICA method is also considered as an improvement over principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) as the ICA method is capable of revealing the underlaying
sources which in most of the cases the classic techniques like PCA have failed to
accomplish [51]. In order to implement the ICA method for the BSS problem,
certain assumptions are needed [54], which are as follows.
• The independent components are assumed to be statistically independent.
The concept of statistical independence can be elaborated by considering
two random variables s1 and s2. The random variables s1 and s2 are said
to be independent when the information on the value of s1 does not provide
any information on the value of s2, and vice versa. Mathematically, two
variables can be independent only if the joint probability density function
(pdf) is factorisable to the product of marginal distribution as follows:
p(s) =
N∏
i=1
p(si)
For example, when two source components are considered, in that case the
pdf can be factorised as:
p(s1, s2) = p(s1)p(s2)
• The independent components must generally have non-Gaussian distribu-
tions.
In order to perform the independent component analysis the consideration
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of higher order statistics (HOS) is generally vital. The Gaussian distribution
has certain HOS which are zero, therefore the independent component with
non-Gaussian distribution can be investigated.
• It is assumed that the unknown mixing matrices are invertible.
This means that the size of the independent components is equal to the size
of the observed mixture or it can be considered as the number of sources that
is either smaller or equal to the number of observed mixtures, which is also
known as the over-determined or exactly determined problem, respectively.
In order to implement the ICA algorithm for the BSS problem, pre-processing the
data can help to reduce the noise, accelerate the convergence speed and reduce
computation. This includes e.g. the removal of the sample mean or decorrelation
of the mixtures. One typical pre-processing technique is the spatial whitening of
the data [53]. Before ICA, the standard PCA algorithm can be applied on the
data as it produces uncorrelated signals.
The noise-free ICA model can be written as follows:
x = As (2.7)
For simplicity the time index is discarded from the above mentioned equation.
The parameters x and s can be considered as random vectors. The mixing matrix
A is assumed constant for all observations. The independent components for each
source can be estimated as follows:
s = Wx (2.8)
where W is the unmixing matrix. Estimating an independent component can now
be considered as the search for the linear combination that can be represented
as s = w†x , where w is the unmixing vector for one source to be determined
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and (.)† denotes Hermitian transpose. The goal of ICA is to find the w such that
s is one of the sources. The basic idea in ICA is that the sum of independent
variables due to mixing tends to be more Gaussian than the original variable.
Therefore the goal for unmixing the sources is to find the unmixing vector w
that can maximize the non-Gaussianity of s = w†x .
The nonlinear contrast function for which its extreme values coincide with the
independent components is needed for the ICA algorithm and it is given as [52]:
JG(w) = E{G|w†x|2} (2.9)
Finding the extrema is only possible if the function G is real. For this reason the
suggested contrast function will operate only on the absolute values rather then
complex values. With this contrast function, the optimisation problem can be
considered as to maximize∑N
n=1 JG(wi) with respect to wn where i = 1, ...., n
under the constraint E{w†mx)(wHn x)} = δnm, where δnm = 1 for n = m and
δnm = 0 otherwise.
Now a nonlinear function G that grows slowly is needed, since the slower the
growth of G the more robust the estimator will be to outliers. There are different
choices for the selection of G as mentioned in [52], some of them are
G1(y) =
√
(a1 + y) (2.10)
G2(y) = log(a2 + y) (2.11)
G3(y) = (1/2)y
2 (2.12)
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where a1 and a2 are arbitrary constants and y represents a complex random
variable. From the three above mentioned functions G1 and G2 are the better
choices, as they grow more slowly than G3.
Independent components can either be determined by the maximization or the
minimization of the optimization function, when
E(g|s(k)|2) + |s(k)|2g′(|s(k)|2)− |s(k)|2g(|s(k)|2) < 0 (2.13)
where g(.) is the derivative of G(.) and g′(.) is the derivative of g(.), represents
the maximization of the function JG, whereas for the minimization case it will be
E(g|s(k)|2) + |s(k)|2g′(|s(k)|2)− |s(k)|2g(|s(k)|2) > 0 (2.14)
The fixed point algorithm searches for the extrema of the cost function E{G(|w†x|2)}.
Here G is an even and symmetrical function and the expectation operator will
be estimated by the sample mean over the whitened vectors. This can be accom-
plished by the use of principal component analysis. The fixed point algorithm for
one unit is
w+ = E{x(w†x) ∗ g(|w†x|2)} − E{(g|w†x|2) + |w†x|2∗g′(|w†x|2)}w (2.15)
wnew = w
+/||w+|| (2.16)
When only one-unit case is considered, only one of the rows of W will be consid-
ered and the orthogonalisation in this case will be changed to just normalisation
of the vector of a unit length after every single iteration step. This algorithm
for one unit can be developed to determine the complete ICA statistical trans-
formation. To obtain the full matrix W, the algorithm will be run for one step
for n times and the vectors must be orthonormalised again as they were reduced
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to just normalisation after one unit iteration. The symmetric orthonormalisation
can be used to obtain the complete W. By using the symmetric orthonormalisa-
tion, the independent components can be computed in a parallel fashion and also
it avoids the chance of accumulating estimation error from the first vector to the
subsequent ones. Symmetric orthonormalisation is given as:
W = W(W†W)−1/2 (2.17)
Symmetric orthonormalisation is firstly used for performing the iterative step of
the one unit fixed point algorithm on all vectors in parallel and after that, making
them orthogonal to obtain the desired unmixing matrix W [52].
The ICA algorithm has a good separation performance for the speech signals
as they are non-stationary and ICA makes use of the non-Gaussianity for the
separation of the sources [54]. Another version of the ICA algorithm is Fast In-
dependent Component Analysis (FastICA), which is a fast converging version of
the ICA algorithm. Using FastICA has certain advantages over the other tech-
niques for ICA, step size parameters are not needed, which makes it easy to use.
Also in ICA independent components can be calculated one-by-one which is re-
ally helpful for exploratory data analysis and it gives more information about the
problem. Overall, FastICA is a good algorithm for BSS and is one of the funda-
mental algorithms that exploits the independence between the sources for BSS.
But as discussed earlier, it has scale ambiguity and suffers from the permutation
problem [53].
• The first problem is that, the original energies of independent components
cannot be determined. As both s and A are unknown, any scalar compo-
nents can cancel the effect of each other. However, the magnitude can be
fixed by making the assumption that each component has unit variance.
But it still leaves an ambiguity in the sign. But fortunately this problem is
generally insignificant in the case of BSS.
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• The fundamental problem with the ICA algorithm is that the sequence
of the independent components cannot be determined. This problem also
occurs because both A and s are unknown and can easily switch the order
of the terms in the case of the sum and consider any of them the first one.
This problem badly affects the performance of frequency domain ICA. At
some frequency bins it undoes the work done by the ICA algorithm, so an
improved solution for better separation of the source signals from the blind
mixture is needed.
In the past decades, various techniques have been introduced to overcome the
permutation problem of the ICA method [59–63] . The idea of independent vector
analysis was introduced in [21] and it was modelled theoretically to avoid the
permutation ambugity by preserving the dependency within each source vector
and eliminating the dependency among different vector sources. The Independent
Vector Analysis (IVA) algorithm is discussed in detail in the next section.
2.5 Independent Vector Analysis
Independent vector analysis (IVA) is an extension of the ICA algorithm. It is
based on a dependency model which retains interfrequency dependencies within
each source vector and is represented in Figure 2.3 and it shows the dependency
structure of the IVA method when two sources and two measurements are consid-
ered. The individual layers of the mixtures in the ICA method can be mapped to
the instantaneous mixture at each frequency bin; also the dependent sources that
are arranged together as a multivariate variable to correspond to the frequency
domain components of a time domain signal [21].
When the IVA algorithm is compared with the ICA algorithm, the inter-frequency
dependencies within each source depend on the modified prior of the source signal.
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Figure 2.3: The independent vector analysis model for two sources and two mea-
surements case [21]
In the ICA algorithm, independence for each frequency component is measured
separately at each frequency bin. The IVA method rather makes use of the
higher order dependencies across frequencies and each source prior is described
as a multivariate super-Gaussian distribution. Therefore it measures the inde-
pendence across the whole multivariate source and it can retain the higher order
inter-frequency dependencies and structure of frequency components. Further-
more, the permutation ambiguity that is inherent to the ICA method, can be
avoided and the separation performance can be improved.
In order to implement the IVA algorithm for the convolutive BSS, the short time
Fourier transfer (STFT) is used to convert the problem from the time domain
to the frequency domain as it eases the computational complexity of the time
domain method. The basic noise free BSS model for the IVA method in the
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frequency domain can be defined as follows:
x(k) = A(k)s(k) (2.18)
where A is a mixing matrix of dimensions m × n. The index k represents the
k − th frequency of this multivariate method. In order to separate the source
signals from the observed mixtures, an unmixing matrix must be estimated to
retrieve the estimate of original sources, as
sˆ(k) = W(k)x(k) (2.19)
where sˆ(k) is the estimated source signal, sˆ(k) = [ˆs1, sˆ2(k) · · · sˆn(k)]T , W(k) is
the unmixing matrix of dimensions n×m. In this thesis, focus is on the exactly
determined case, so the number of sources is considered equal to the number of
microphones i.e. n = m.
In order to model the independence between sources, the IVA method uses the
Kullback-Leilber divergence. So a cost function can be derived as follows:
JIV A = KL(p(sˆ)||
∏
q(sˆ)) (2.20)
=
∫
p(sˆ1 · · · sˆn)logp(sˆ1 · · · sˆn)∏
q(sˆ)
dsˆ1 · · · dsˆn (2.21)
= const−
K∑
k=1
log|det(W (k))|−
n∑
i=1
E[logq(sˆi)] (2.22)
where det(.) represents the matrix determinant and E(.) shows the expectation
operator. All the sources in the cost function of the IVA algorithm are multi-
variate and the cost function will be minimised when different vector sources will
become independent of each other and the dependency within each source vector
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is retained. Hence this cost function can be used to eliminate the dependency
between the vector sources and preserve the frequency dependency within each
vector source.
2.5.1 Natural Gradient IVA Method
In order to minimise the cost function JIV A mentioned in Equation (2.22) for
the IVA method, the natural gradient method can be implemented [21, 65]. The
Natural Gradient IVA method is also referred to as the original IVA method
throughout this thesis. The partial derivative of the cost function with respect
to the coefficients of the separating matrices wij(k) is calculated as follows [21]:
∆wij(k) = − ∂J
∂wij(k)
= (wij(k))
−† − E[ϕ(k)(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k))]x∗j(k) (2.23)
where (.)∗ denotes the conjugate operator. The natural gradient algorithm can
be obtained by multiplying through by W (k)†W (k):
∆wij(k) =
n∑
l=1
(
Iil − Eϕ(k)(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k))sˆl∗(k)
)
wlj(k) (2.24)
where I is an identity matrix only when i = l and 0 otherwise. The update rule
from Equation(2.24) can be written as:
wij(k)new = wij(k)old + η∆wij(k) (2.25)
where η is learning rate. The nonlinear function ϕ(k) is the multivariate score
function and it is based on a super Gaussian distribution source prior. The
nonlinear function ϕ(k) is defined as:
ϕ(k)(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k)) = −∂logq(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k))
∂sˆi(k)
(2.26)
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This multivariate score function preserves the dependency across all the frequency
bins. This score function is based on a multivariate super Gaussian source prior
and the choice of this source prior is crucial to the performance of the IVA al-
gorithm. In [21], a particular super Gaussian distribution is adopted as a source
prior for the IVA algorithm. The source prior for this particular super Gaussian
distribution is given as:
q(si) ∝ exp
(
−
√
(si − µi)†Σ−1i (si − µi)
)
(2.27)
By setting the mean value to zero and covariance matrix to an identity matrix,
the non-linear score function for the IVA method can be obtained as follows [21]:
ϕ(k)(sˆi(1) . . . sˆi(K)) = −∂ log (p(sˆi(1) . . . sˆi(K))
∂sˆi(k)
=
sˆi(k)√∑K
k′=1|sˆi(k′)|2
(2.28)
It is a multivariate score function now and it is used to represent inter-frequency
dependency between the sources. However, this score function is not unique and
it depends on the types of sources. It can be adjusted according to the nature of
source signals and it is crucial to the performance of the IVA method. The choice
of the source prior and the multivariate score function is discussed in more detail
in Chapter 4. The original super Gaussian source prior used in [21] is shown
in Figure 2.4. The convergence speed of the IVA method can be improved by
using the Newton’s method in the update and it is discussed in detail in the next
section.
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Figure 2.4: Bivariate version of a multivariate super Gaussian distribution used
as a source prior in original IVA
2.6 Fast fixed-point IVA algorithm
A new learning algorithm that uses the Newton method is introduced in this
section. Fast fixed point IVA is a fast converging version of the IVA method,
as it adopt the Newton’s method during the update process [58]. The Newton’s
method is a second order learning algorithm and it can converge quadratically
and it is free from the selection of an appropriate learning rate [57]. In order to
model the independence between sources, an objective function is needed for the
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FastIVA method which is given as [58]:
JFastIV A =
N∑
i=1
[
E[F (
K∑
k=1
|sˆi(k)|2)]−
K∑
k=1
λi(k)(wi(k)
†wi(k)− 1)
]
(2.29)
where λi denotes the Langrange multiplier and w
†
i represents the i-th row of the
complete unmixing matrix W. This objective function is a multivariate function
therefore it can retain the dependency within source vectors and it can be used to
make sources independent of each other. The quadratic Taylor series polynomial
is adopted for the implementation of the Newton’s method in the FastIVA method
[58]. It will be introduced in complex variable notation to be used in the contrast
function.
f(w) =f(wo) +
∂f(wo)
∂wT
(w−wo) + ∂f(wo)
∂w†
(w−wo)∗
+
1
2
(w−wo)T ∂
2f(wo)
∂w∂wT
(w−wo) + 1
2
(w−wo)†∂
2f(wo)
∂w∗∂w†
(w−wo)∗
+ (w−wo)† ∂
2f(wo)
∂w∗∂wT
(w−wo)
(2.30)
In order to simplify the objective function, wi(k) is replaced with w and the
summation term in Equation (2.29) is consider as f(wi(k)), thus
f(wi(k)) = E
[
F (
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k′)|2)]−
K∑
k′=1
λi(k
′)(wi(k′)†wi(k′)− 1)
]
(2.31)
In order to optimise f(wi(k)) taking the first derivative f(wi(k)) and setting it
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to zero
∂f(wi(k))
∂wi(k)∗
≈∂f(wi,o(k))
∂wi(k)∗
+
∂2f(wi,o)
∂(wi(k))∗∂(wi(k))T
(wi(k)−wi,o(k))
+
∂2f(wi,o)
∂(wi(k))∗∂(wi(k))†
(wi(k)−wi,o(k))∗ ≈ 0
(2.32)
The derivative term in the above mentioned equation can be written as:
∂f(wi,o(k))
∂wi(k)∗
= E
[
sˆi,o(k)
∗F ′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2)
]
− λi(k)wi,o(k) (2.33)
The second derivative of the above mentioned equation can be given as:
∂2f(wi,o)
∂(wi(k))∗∂(wi(k))T
= E
[
(F ′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2) + |sˆi,o(k)|2F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2))x(k)x(k)∗
]
− λi(k)I ≈ E
[
(F ′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2) + |sˆi,o(k)|2F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k)|2))]E[x(k)x(k)∗
]
− λi(k)I
=
(
E
[
(F ′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2) + |sˆi,o(k)|2F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2))
]
− λi(k)
)
I
(2.34)
where the first and second derivative terms are denoted by F (.)′ and F (.)′′, re-
spectively. By simplifying and also because of the whitening process, and making
the assumption of E[x(k)x(k)∗] = I in Equation (2.34):
∂2f(wi,o)
∂(wi(k))∗∂(wi(k))†
= E
[
(sˆi,o(k)
∗)2F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2))x(k)x(k)T
]
≈ E
[
(sˆi,o(k)
∗)2F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2))
]
E
[
x(k)x(k)T
]
= 0
(2.35)
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In order to simplify Equation (2.35) the assumption of E[x(k)x(k)T ] = 0 due to
complex circularity has been considered [67]. From Equation (2.32) and (2.34),
the objective function of the FastIVA method is reduced to
wi(k)−wi,o(k) = −1
c(wi,o)
.
∂(wi,o)
∂(wi(k))∗
(2.36)
where c(wi,o) is a constant term. By substitution, the iterative algorithm is given
as:
wi(k)← wi,o(k)−
E
[
sˆi,o(k)
∗F ′(
∑
k′ |sˆi,o(k′)|2)
]
− λi(k)wi,o(k)
E
[
(F ′(
∑
k′ |sˆi,o(k′)|2) + |sˆi,o(k)|2F ′′(
∑
k′ |sˆi,o(k′)|2))
]
− λi(k)
(2.37)
The Lagrange multiplier λi(k) in the above mentioned equation is given as:
λi(k) = E
[
|sˆi,o(k)|2F ′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2)
]
(2.38)
and λi(k) can be removed by multiplying the numerator in Equation (2.37) on
both sides of the equation. Then by using normalisation, the learning rule is
given as:
wi(k)←E
[
F
′
(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2) + |sˆi,o(k)|2F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k′)|2))
]
wi(k)
− E
[
(sˆi,o(k))
∗F
′
(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2)x(k)
] (2.39)
In order to obtain the unmixing matrix W(k), the above mentioned equation is
implemented for all the sources. This unmixing matrix is decorrelated by the
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symmetric decorrlation scheme as follows:
W(k)← (W(k)(W(k))†)−1/2W(k). (2.40)
So an unmixing matrix can be obtained, which can be used to separate the source
signals from the observed mixtures. The source prior is used to derive the non
linear function for the FastIVA method. Therefore it is important to choose an
appropriate source prior for the better separation performance of the algorithm.
In [58], a super Gaussian distribution is adopted as a source prior for the FastIVA
method, it is the same original source prior that was used for the original IVA
method as well. When the mean is assumed to be zero and the variance is
considered as unity, the original source prior for the FastIVA method is given as
follows:
F (
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k′)|2) =
√√√√( K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k′)|2) (2.41)
A detail discussion on the choice of source prior and its effect on the separation
performance of the FastIVA is included in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, different mixing models were discussed. Then the basic tech-
niques in the field of source separation were outlined in this chapter. Then the
ICA algorithm was introduced for convolutive blind source separation and its lim-
itations were examined. Also, the gradient decent IVA method was introduced to
solve the permutation problem of the frequency domain ICA algorithm. At the
end, a preliminary study of the FastIVA algorithms, which is the fast version of
the IVA algorithm, was included.
In order to evaluate the BSS algorithms, various performance measures can be
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used and details of these performance measures along with datasets used to gen-
erate room impulse responses are discussed in the next section.
Chapter 3
ROOM ACOUSTICS AND
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
This chapter provides a discussion of different room models and the performance
measures that are used to evaluate the separation performance of the BSS al-
gorithms. Firstly, to evaluate the BSS algorithms, performance measurement
criteria will be discussed. Then the simulation environment will be described,
that will be used to analyse the behaviour of different algorithms, by exploiting
artificial and real room impulse responses.
3.1 Performance Measure
The separation performance of the BSS algorithms is calculated by different per-
formance measures. There are subjective as well as objective measures. In this
thesis the following performance measures will be used to evaluate the separation
performance of BSS algorithms.
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3.1.1 Performance Index
The first criterion that will be used to measure the separation performance is
called the performance index (PI) [12]. The PI criterion is widely used in the
blind source separation field. It is calculated at each frequency bin, and is based
on the overall system matrix G = W†A, where matrix W is the separating
matrix obtained by the BSS algorithm. Mathematically it can be written as:
PI(G) =[
1
n
n∑
i=1
(
m∑
k=1
|Gik|
maxk|Gik| − 1)]+
[
1
m
m∑
k=1
(
n∑
i=1
|Gik|
maxi|Gik| − 1)]
(3.1)
Although PI can show separation performance in each frequency bin, it can not
show the permutation directly [89]. Thus, for a two-input two-output model, the
criterion [abs(G11G22)− abs(G12G21)] will be used to measure the permutation.
3.1.2 Signal to Distortion Ratio
Secondly, the SiSec toolbox [77] will be used to measure the separation perfor-
mance of BSS algorithms. This is a toolbox that can give reliable results in the
form of source to interference ratio (SIR) and source to distortion ratio (SDR). To
define the SiSec toolbox, first consider an original source si and after separation,
an estimate of the original source sˆi. The estimated source sˆi can be decomposed
as
sˆi = starget + einterf + enoise + eartif (3.2)
where starget is a modified version of the original source si by an allowed distortion
and einterf , enoise, eartif respectively, are the interference, noise, and artifact error
terms. These four terms should represent the part of sˆi perceived as coming from
the wanted source si, and from other unwanted sources i.e. from sensor noises
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and interference. Now the SDR and SIR terms that can compute the energy
ratios of estimated sources in decibels (dB) are defined as :
SDR =10log10
||starget||2
||einterf + enoise + eartif ||2
SIR =10log10
||starget||2
||einterf ||2
(3.3)
The SIR measure only considers the interfering sources that influence the sepa-
rated source, whereas the SDR measure, in addition to the interfering sources also
considers the additive noise in the separated source. These SDR and SIR mea-
sures provide reliable information about the fidelity of the recovered signal [77].
In this thesis, the value of SDR and SIR is assumed to be 0 dB at the microphone
as the sources are considered to have similar variance at the microphones.
3.1.3 Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality
The third criterion that will be used to measure the separation performance for
BSS algorithm is known as perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ). It
provides a subjective measure to evaluate the separation performance of the BSS
algorithm. Objective performance measures can provide good comparison for the
separation performance of different algorithms, whereas a subjective measure can
portray the true quality of the separated speech signals. Therefore the subjective
measure of PESQ is used to evaluate the separation performance of the BSS al-
gorithm and it is basically an approach designed to predict the subjective opinion
scores of a degraded audio sample. It compares the original speech signal and the
estimated speech signals as shown in Figure 3.1. After comparison it provides
results in the form of mean opinion score for the speech quality, with values from
0-4.5, where 0 denotes a very poor separation performance and 4.5 an excellent
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separation performance [78].
Figure 3.1: Measurement of PESQ score for the separated source signal
Different simulated and real room impulse responses are used to analyse and
evaluate the separation performance of the BSS algorithms, which are discussed
in the next section.
3.1.4 TIMIT Acoustic-Phonetic Continuous Speech Cor-
pus
In order to evaluate BSS algorithms, the TIMIT dataset is extensively used
throughout the experiments [79]. The TIMIT corpus is specifically designed to
evaluate different automatic speech recognition systems and it has recordings of
6300 sentences by 630 native American speakers with eight different American
English accents. These recordings were recorded by using a Sennheiser close talk-
ing microphone at the rate of 16kHz with 16 bit sample resolution. The length
of the recordings varies roughly between 3 second to 7 seconds. The TIMIT
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dataset provides a universal speech library and is widely used to evaluate speech
separation algorithms.
3.2 Room Impulse Responses
In the physical world, the observed mixtures are convolutive, which means that
the observed mixtures have contributions from the delayed and weighted versions
of the original signal. This is because of the reverberant physical environment
as the signals can take several different paths and can suffer different levels of
attenuations [80]. The reverberation time (RT60) of a room is defined as the time
period in which the energy of an impulse response is dropped below a certain
threshold, which is usually considered as 60dB [81, 82]. The reverberant room
environment can be modelled with room impulse responses (RIRs) [83]. These
RIRs are used to model the acoustic pathways of the sound waves within an
enclosed physical environment. In this thesis, three different types of RIRs have
been used for experimentation and their details are as follows:
3.2.1 Image Method
The first technique for room impulse response generation is known as the image
method. This method produces impulse responses which are artificially gen-
erated for an anechoic environment and can be used to simulate listening to a
loudspeaker in an anechoic environment [84]. But this method lacks room related
properties and produces very artificial RIRs; as in real life there are echoes and
reverberations form the reflecting surfaces and walls of the room. However, the
impulse responses generated by the image method can still be used to compare
different algorithms and for proof of concept. Uncertainties in the measurement
of the RIRs are further discussed in [85,86]. RIRs that can better model the real
room impulses and provides a better evaluation of separation performance of BSS
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algorithms in realistic scenarios are also considered in the experimentation.
3.2.2 Binaural Room Impulse Responses
In order to measure the separation performance of a BSS algorithm, a more
natural and real room impulse model will be used, that is known as the binaural
room impulse responses (BRIRs). It is an important tool for high-quality 3-D
audio rendering. The BRIRs that are generated by Shinn are used [87]. These
BRIRs are recorded in a real room environment by using a KEMAR (Knowles
Electronics Manikin for Acoustic Research) dummy head to mimic the effect of
a human head. This method produces a comprehensive database of real room
recordings at different source location azimuths of (15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦) at
distances of (0.15m, 0.40m and 1m) with reference to KEMAR dummy head.
These BRIRs are recorded in a real classroom which roughly has dimensions
of 5 x 9 x 3.5m3. The floor of the room was carpeted and the walls on three
sides of the room are made of hard concrete while on the other side there is 9
m long sound absorptive partition. It also considers the distance between the
speaker and microphone, so it models the 3-D acoustic space in a better way.
The measurements for the BRIRs are taken at four different listener locations
(back, ear, corner and center) and the distance between the floor and ears was
approximately 1.50m. In this thesis only the center location is used and the
RT60 at the center location for the classroom was 565ms. All the measurements
for these BRIRs are repeated at three different occasions by taking down the
equipment and reassembled, which improves the reliability of the measurements.
The schematic of the room is shown in Figure 3.2.
These RIRs provide good evaluation of the BSS algorithm in a highly reverberant
real room environment. In order to improve the credibility of the results another
set of RIRs that have varying RT60 over four different rooms is also used for
experimentation and details of these RIRs are discussed in the next section.
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Figure 3.2: Rough orientation and layout for the classroom [87]. Measurements
were taken at four different listener locations. Only center location is used in the
experiments.
3.2.3 Real RIRs
The second set of real RIRs consists of four different room types and these real
RIRs are obtained from [88]. These RIRs were generated by using a Cortex
Instruments Mk.2 Head and Torso simulator (HATS) in real room environments.
This method produces a complete database of real room recording in five different
room types. The first of the rooms is an anechoic room and it is not used for
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experimentations in these thesis. The four other rooms are named as Room A,
Room B, Room C and Room D and the details of RIRs generated in these rooms
are as follows:
Room A
A medium-sized office was used to record the real RIRs at different source loca-
tion azimuths that vary from (−90◦ to 90◦) with reference to HATS. This room
has relatively smaller RT60 of 320ms. In the experimentations source location
azimuths of (15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦) are considered for this room. A complete
layout of this room along with its dimensions is shown in Figure 3.3
Figure 3.3: Layout and dimensions for Room-A (RT60 = 320ms) [88] .
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Room B
A medium size classroom was used to record the real RIRs. For this room, RT60 =
470ms, which is relatively high and it is therefore used to test the performance
of the BSS algorithms in a reverberant real room environment. Source location
azimuths of (15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦) are used in experiments. The layout of
Room B is presented in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Plan elevation and dimensions for HATS and Room-B (RT60 = 470ms)
[88].
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Room C
A large lecture room with 418 seats was used to record the real RIRs and the RT60
for this particular lecture theatre is 680ms. A comprehensive layout for Room C
is shown in Figure 3.5. In the experimentations, source location azimuths of (15◦
to 90◦) are used in steps of 15◦.
Figure 3.5: Layout and dimensions for Room-C (RT60 = 680ms). Shaded area
represents the seating [88] .
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Room D
The final set of RIRs is recorded in a typical large sized seminar hall which has
high ceiling. This seminar hall has extremely high RT60 of 890ms. Therefore when
different algorithms are evaluated by using the RIRs generated in this room, it
provides accurate information about the algorithm performance in highly rever-
berant realistic environments. The layout for this seminar hall is shown in Figure
3.6.
Figure 3.6: Layout and dimensions for Room-D (RT60 = 890ms). Shaded area
represents the seating [88] .
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Since the RIRs are generated in four different rooms with different RT60, these
RIRs are used for experimentation as they can provide the evaluation of algo-
rithms in varying realistic conditions. An overview of the acoustic properties for
all four rooms is included in Table 3.1
Table 3.1: Room types with the respective RT60 and direct-to-reverberant ratio
(DRR).
Room Type RT60 (ms) DRR (dB)
A Medium office 320 6.09
B Small class room 470 5.31
C Large lecture room 680 8.82
D Large seminar theatre 890 6.12
3.3 Summary
This chapter introduces different separation performance measures and the TIMIT
dataset that are widely used in this thesis to evaluate the BSS algorithms. The
chapter also discusses the concept of the reverberation time and its effect on the
separation performance of BSS algorithms. This chapter also includes the dif-
ferent approaches by which RIRs are generated for the experimentation. These
datasets included the simulated RIRs and also the real room recordings which can
be used to test the separation performance of the algorithms in realistic scenarios.
The source prior for the IVA and the FastIVA algorithms is crucial to the sepa-
ration performance of the algorithm. Therefore a novel source prior for the IVA
algorithms is presented in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
INDEPENDENT VECTOR
ANALYSIS WITH A
MULTIVARIATE STUDENT’S
T SOURCE PRIOR
4.1 Introduction
Independent vector analysis (IVA) attempts to mitigate the permutation problem
of the frequency domain ICA method. The IVA method exploits the higher order
dependencies across the frequency bins and instead of the univariate distributions
used by traditional frequency domain BSS methods, it describes each source
prior vector with a dependent multivariate super Gaussian distribution. Such
modelling preserves the higher order intra-vector source dependencies, namely
the structural dependency between frequency bins of each source vector, while
imposing the inter-vector source independence. Since the performance of the
IVA method relies heavily on the source prior, a befitting source prior for speech
signals is required for the IVA method [21].
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In the past, various efforts have been made to improve the dependency structure
of the IVA method. In [92], a chain type overlapped source prior is introduced to
preserve the dependency structure. Whereas in [93], an online version of the IVA
method is described which also uses a multivariate super Gaussian distribution
to model the dependency structure. Another implementation of a multivariate
super Gaussian source prior based IVA method in the time domain is proposed
in [94]. Recently in [95], a multivariate generalized Gaussian source prior was
adopted to model the dependency structure. However, in order to model the
speech signals, a certain set of parameters is used to shape the source prior.
In this chapter, a multivariate Student’s t source prior is proposed for the IVA
and the FastIVA algorithms. The multivariate Student’s t distribution is a super
Gaussian distribution and it has heavier tails as compared with the multivariate
Laplacian distribution, that is used as the source prior in the original IVA method
introduced in [21]. Due to the heavy tail nature of the Student’s t distribution,
it is well suited to model certain types of speech signals [70, 72]. Since speech
signals are highly non-stationary in nature. many useful samples can be of high
amplitudes. Therefore the Student’s t distribution with heavier tails can have a
certain advantage in modelling the dependency between frequency bins of speech
signals. The proposed Student’s t source prior is implemented within the original
IVA and the Fast-IVA method and the performance of both IVA methods is
tested in real room environments. The detailed simulation studies will confirm
the consistently improved separation performance of the proposed multivariate
Student’s t source prior.
4.2 Method
As discussed earlier, in practical situations due to reverberations, convolutive
BSS methods are more appropriate and is discussed earlier they are generally im-
plemented in the frequency domain. Hence, the noise free model in the frequency
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domain is described as:
x(k) = A(k)s(k) (4.1)
sˆ(k) = W(k)x(k) (4.2)
where x(k) = [x1(k), x2(k) · · ·xm(k)]T and sˆ(k) = [sˆ1(k), sˆ2(k) · · · sˆn(k)]T are the
observed mixture signal vector and estimated signal vector both in the frequency
domain, respectively, and (.)T denotes vector transpose. A(k) and W(k) are the
mixing matrix and the unmixing matrix respectively. The dimension for A(k) is
m x n and W(k) is n x m and the index k denotes the k-th frequency bin of this
multivariate model. In this work focus is on the equally determined case, namely
the 2 x 2 problem, i.e. two sources and two microphones.
In order to separate the multivariate observations, a multivariate cost function is
needed. The Kullback-Leibler divergence between the joint pdf p(sˆ1 · · · sˆn) and
the product of pdf of the individual source vectors
∏
q(sˆ) is used for IVA [21].
J = KL(p(sˆ1 · · · sˆn))||
∏
q(sˆ))
=
∫
p(sˆ1 · · · sˆn)logp(sˆ1 · · · sˆn)∏
q(sˆ)
dsˆ1 · · · dsˆn
= const−
K∑
k=1
log|det(W (k))|−
n∑
i=1
E[logq(sˆi)]
(4.3)
where E[·] represents the statistical expectation operator, and det(·) is the matrix
determinant operator. In the cost function, all sources are multivariate and it
would be minimised when the vector sources are independent whereas the depen-
dency between the components of each vector is still preserved. Therefore, the
cost function can be used to remove the dependency between the vector sources
and preserve the frequency dependency within each vector source.
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4.3 Learning Algorithm: Gradient Descent Method
To minimise the above mentioned KL divergence in the cost function J , the
gradient descent method is used. By differentiating the cost function J with
respect to the coefficients of the separating matrices wij(k), the gradients for the
coefficients can be obtained as follows [21]:
∆wij(k) = − ∂J
∂wij(k)
= (wij(k))
−H − E[ϕ(k)(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k))]x∗j(k) (4.4)
where (·)∗ and (·)H denote the conjugate and Hermitian transpose respectively.
By multiplying both sides of the gradient matrices with W (k)HW (k) the natural
gradient algorithm can be obtained.
∆wij(k) =
n∑
l=1
(
Iil − Eϕ(k)(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k))sˆ∗l (k)
)
wlj(k) (4.5)
where I is an identity matrix with unity elements only when i = l and 0 otherwise.
The update rule is
wij(k)(t+ 1) = wij(k)(t) + η∆wij(k)(t) (4.6)
where η is the learning rate. The nonlinear score function ϕ(k) is:
ϕ(k)(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k)) = −∂logq(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k))
∂sˆi(k)
(4.7)
where ϕ(k)(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k)) is a multivariate function. This score function pre-
serves the dependency across the frequency bins. Since it is determined from the
source prior, it is vital to establish a befitting multivariate source prior to retain
the dependency structure as it can lead to good separation resutls. In the original
IVA method, the source prior is defined by a multivariate Laplacian distribution
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and a simple and effective form of non-linear function can be obtained.
Since the score function is a multivariate function, it is therefore used to represent
inter-frequency dependency between the sources. However, this score function is
not unique and it depends on the types of sources. It can be adjusted according
to the nature of the sources and finding the appropriate score function is crucial
to the performance of the IVA method. Therefore the following section introduces
a new multivariate Student’s t source prior for the IVA algorithm.
4.3.1 Multivariate Student’s t Source Prior
A multivariate Student’s t distribution is proposed as a source prior for the IVA
method, instead of the original super Gaussian distribution used in [21]. As
human speech is complex and highly non-stationary in nature, it can have many
high and low amplitude data points [68,69]. This new Student’s t source prior is
well suited to model the dependency among the high amplitude information in
frequency domain speech signals. The Student’s t distribution due to its heavy
tail nature can better model the information in the outliers [70, 71]. Therefore,
when it is adopted as a source prior for the IVA method, it can better model the
high amplitude information in the speech signals than the original super-Gaussian
source prior.
The heavy tail nature of the Student’s t distribution is confirmed in Figure 4.1.
The Student’s t distribution with different values of the degrees of freedom pa-
rameter is plotted and compared with the original super Gaussian distribution.
It is also evident from Figure 4.1 that when the value of the degrees of freedom
parameter in the Student’s t distribution is decreased, the tails of distribution
becomes heavier. For all the values of the degrees of freedom parameter, the
Student’s t distribution has heavier tails than the super Gaussian distribution.
Also an example of the multivariate version of the Student’s t distribution (two-
dimensional) is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between the Student’s t distribution and the super-
Gaussian distribution as a function of the degrees of freedom parameter(ν). The
Student’s t distribution has heavier tails as compared to the super-Gaussian dis-
tribution.
The Student’s t distribution is defined as follows. A K-dimensional random source
vector s = (s1, . . . , sK)
T is said to have a K-variate t distribution with degrees
of freedom ν, mean µ and precision matrix Λ, if its joint probability density
function is given by [70]:
St(s|µ,Λ, ν) = Γ(
ν+K
2
)|Λ|1/2√
νpiΓ(ν
2
)
(
1 +
(s− µ)TΛ(s− µ)
ν
)− ν+K
2
(4.8)
where Γ(.) is the Gamma function. The variance and the leptokurtic nature
of the Student’s t distribution can be tuned by varying the degrees of freedom
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Figure 4.2: Bivariate version of Student’s t distribution with degrees of freedom
(ν) set to four.
parameter ν [72,74]. When degrees of freedom parameter is tuned to lower value,
the tails of the distribution become heavier and if ν is increased to infinity, the
Student’s t distribution tends to a Gaussian distribution [75]. By ignoring the
constant terms, the multivariate Student’s t source prior for the IVA method can
be represented as follows:
p(si) ∝
(
1 +
(si − µi)TΛ(si − µi)
ν
)− ν+K
2
(4.9)
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The joint density function shown in Equation (4.9) is different from the product of
the marginal distributions, which indicates that the multivariate Student’s t has
different variables which are dependent. Therefore, similar to the original super
Gaussian multivariate source prior, the multivariate Student’s t distribution can
also retain the dependence among the frequency bins and can be used as source
prior for the IVA method. In Equation (4.9), due to orthogonal Fourier bases,
the covariance matrix is set to the identity matrix and zero mean is assumed, so
it takes the following form:
p(si) ∝
(
1 +
∑K
k=1|si(k)|2
ν
)− ν+K
2
(4.10)
The score function for the multivariate Student’s t distribution can be obtained by
replacing the source prior in the score function for the IVA algorithm in Equation
(4.7) and with appropriate normalisation:
ϕ(k)(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k)) = sˆi(k)
1 + ( 1
ν
)
∑K
k=1|sˆi(k)|2
(4.11)
The choice of the degrees of freedom in the new score function and the perfor-
mance of the new source prior for the IVA method will be discussed in the next
section.
4.3.2 Experimental Results
The performance of the new multivariate Student’s t source prior with the original
IVA method is tested in this section. The original IVA method with the proposed
Student’s t source prior will be evaluated in both the simulated and the real room
environments and the results will be compared with the IVA method with the
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original super Gaussian source prior.
Experiments with Image Method
Firstly, room impulse responses (RIRs) were generated by the image method
[84]. The speech signals for the experiments were randomly chosen from the
whole TIMIT dataset [79] and the length of each signal was approximately four
seconds. The size of the room was 7 x 5 x 3m3 and the reverberation time (RT60)
was 200ms. A 2x2 case was considered and the locations of microphones were
[3.42 2.60 1.50]m and [3.48 2.60 1.50]m respectively. The STFT length was 1024
and the sampling frequency of 8 kHz was used. The separation performance of
the multivariate source prior for the original IVA method was tested by using the
objective measure of SDR [77]. The value of the degrees of freedom parameter
for the Student’s t source prior was chosen to be four, which is empirically found
to be an appropriate choice. The mixtures were then separated by using the
original IVA method with both the original super Gaussian source prior and the
new Student’s t source prior. The separation performance for both source priors
is shown in Table 4.1 for ten different sets of mixtures.
Table 4.1: SDR (dB) values for both source priors with image room impulse
response [84]. The Student’s t source prior enhances the separation performance
of the IVA algorithm for all mixtures.
Original Student’s t Improvement (dB)
Set-1 9.85 11.02 1.17
Set-2 9.98 10.90 0.92
Set-3 12.26 13.13 0.87
Set-4 11.02 11.91 0.89
Set-5 10.93 11.44 0.51
Set-6 11.08 11.62 0.54
Set-7 13.41 14.08 0.67
Set-8 10.22 10.97 0.75
Set-9 9.67 10.21 0.54
Set-10 12.08 12.81 0.73
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Since RIRs were generated by the image method, which is a simulated method
with RT60 = 200ms, the SDR values for both source priors are generally high. In
comparison the Student’s t source prior improves the separation performance of
the original IVA method for all ten sets of mixtures. The average performance
improvement by using the Student’s t source prior for the original IVA method
is approximately 0.7 dB, as shown in Table 4.1.
Furthermore, the separation performance of the IVA method with the new Stu-
dent’s t source prior will be tested in real room environments. The image room
impulse response is a good simulated environment to compare the separation per-
formance of different methods but it can not provide accurate evaluation of BSS
methods in realistic scenarios. Therefore, in the next section, the IVA method
with both source priors will be tested in a real room environment.
Experiments with Real Room Impulse Responses
Table 4.2: Parameter settings used in experiments.
Sampling rate 8kHz
STFT frame length 1024
Velocity of sound 343 m/s
Reverberation time 565 ms (BRIRs)
Room dimensions 9 m x 5 m x 3.5 m
Source signal duration 3.5 s (TIMIT)
In this section, separation performance of the IVA method is evaluated with
binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) which were recorded in a real classroom
by Shinn-Cunningham [87]. The speech signals were again randomly chosen from
the whole of the TIMIT data, which has length of approximately 4 seconds. The
size of the classroom is 9 x 5 x 3.5 m3. As mentioned earlier the measurements are
taken at four different positions in the classroom (back, ear, corner and center).
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For this particular set of experiments, measurements were considered from the
center of the classroom and at this position RT60 = 565ms.
As these experiments are performed in a classroom with RT60 of 565ms, they
examine the achieved performance of the algorithm in a difficult and highly
reverberant real room environment. In these experiments six different source
location azimuths relative to the second source were consider which vary over
(15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦), this provides good evaluation of the separation perfor-
mance with the changing positions in the real room environment. The summary
of different parameters used for the experiments is given in Table 4.2.
Figure 4.3: The graph indicates the separation performance with real BRIRs.
The position of the listener was changed from 15 ◦ to 90 ◦ in steps of 15 ◦. The
Student’s t source prior enhance the separation performance of the IVA algorithm
at all separation angles.
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After the mixtures are created by using the BRIRs with high RT60 of 565ms, they
are separated by using the original IVA method with both multivariate Student’s
t and the original super Gaussian source prior. The mixtures are separated at all
six different azimuth angles available in the classroom. The degrees of freedom
parameter is set to 4 as it is found empirically to be an appropriate choice.
Figure 4.3 shows the separation performance of the IVA method with Student’s t
source prior and the comparison is made with the original super Gaussian source
prior. All the experiments are repeated three times for reliability and at all six
azimuth angles available in the room, SDR values are averaged for both speech
signals. Figure 4.3 confirms the average improvement of 1.4 dB in the separation
performance of the original gradient descent IVA algorithm with the multivariate
Student’s t source prior for this particular set of speech mixtures.
In order to establish the robustness of the multivariate Student’s t source prior,
further results for the separation performance of the IVA method for five different
randomly chosen sets of speech signals are shown in Table 4.3. Again, the signals
are separated at six source location azimuths varying from (15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦)
with both source priors for the IVA algorithm. All the SDR values shown in Ta-
ble 4.3 are averaged over six different angles. Table 4.3 confirms that the IVA
method with multivariate Student’s t source prior improves the average separa-
tion performance by approximately 0.8dB for all sets in highly reverberant real
room environments.
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Table 4.3: Separation results of the IVA algorithm with different source priors.
All the SDR (dB) values shown are averaged over six different source locations.
Student’s t source prior for the IVA algorithms yields improvement for all the
speech mixture.
Original Student’s t Improvement
Set-1 3.35 4.11 0.76
Set-2 4.03 4.85 0.82
Set-3 2.64 3.37 0.73
Set-4 3.05 4.13 1.08
Set-5 3.22 4.09 0.87
To gain further improvement in separation performance a fast converging algo-
rithm is considered, which is discussed in the next section.
4.4 Learning Algorithm: Newton Method-FastIVA
A fast version of the IVA method (FastIVA) with the Newton’s method as the
learning algorithm will be discussed in this section. It is a rapidly converging form
of IVA algorithm and is also known as fast fixed-point IVA(FastIVA). Newton’s
method converges quadratically and it is free from selecting an efficient learning
rate.
The objective function used by FastIVA is as follows [58]:
JFastIV A =
N∑
i=1
[
E[F (
K∑
k=1
|sˆi(k)|2)]−
K∑
k=1
λi(k)(wi(k)
†wi(k)− 1)
]
(4.12)
where (.)† denotes a Hermitian transpose and w†i is the i -th row of the unmixing
matrix W, and λ is the i -th Langrange multiplier. Equation (4.12) shows a mul-
tivariate function for the FastIVA algorithm and it is sum of the desired signals
in all frequency bins.
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The quadratic Taylor series polynomial will be used to implement the Newton’s
method in the update rule [22]. It will be introduced in complex variable notation
to be used in the contrast function. The corresponding Taylor series expansion
becomes
f(w) ≈f(wo) + ∂f(wo)
∂wT
(w−wo) + ∂f(wo)
∂w†
(w−wo)∗
+
1
2
(w−wo)T ∂
2f(wo)
∂w∂wT
(w−wo)
+
1
2
(w−wo)†∂
2f(wo)
∂w∗∂w†
(w−wo)∗ + (w−wo)† ∂
2f(wo)
∂w∗∂wT
(w−wo)
(4.13)
To simplify the objective function, replace wi(k) with w and consider f(wi(k))
to be the summation term of the Equation (4.12), thus
f(wi(k)) = E
[
F (
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k′)|2)]−
K∑
k′=1
λi(k
′)(wi(k′)†wi(k′)− 1)
]
(4.14)
To optimise f(wi(k)) take the first derivative of f(wi(k)) and set it to zero, i.e.
∂f(wi(k))
∂wi(k)∗
≈∂f(wi,o(k))
∂wi(k)∗
+
∂2f(wi,o)
∂(wi(k))∗∂(wi(k))T
(wi(k)−wi,o(k))
+
∂2f(wi,o)
∂(wi(k))∗∂(wi(k))†
(wi(k)−wi,o(k))∗ = 0
(4.15)
Then the derivative term in the above equation will become:
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∂f(wi,o(k))
∂wi(k)∗
= E
[
sˆi,o(k)
∗F ′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2)
]
− λi(k)wi,o(k) (4.16)
The second derivative of the above equation can be written as:
∂2f(wi,o)
∂(wi(k))∗∂(wi(k))T
= E
[
(F ′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2)
+ |sˆi,o(k)|2F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2))x(k)x(k)∗
]
− λi(k)I
≈ E
[
(F ′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2) + |sˆi,o(k)|2F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k)|2))]E[x(k)x(k)∗
]
− λi(k)I
=
(
E
[
(F ′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2) + |sˆi,o(k)|2F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2))
]
− λi(k)
)
I
(4.17)
where F ′(·) and F ′′(·) denote the first derivative and second derivative of F (·)
respectively. By simplifying and due to the whitening process making the as-
sumption of E[x(k)x(k)∗] = I in Equation (4.17), it can be written as:
∂2f(wi,o)
∂(wi(k))∗∂(wi(k))†
= E
[
(sˆi,o(k)
∗)2F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2))x(k)x(k)T
]
≈ E
[
(sˆi,o(k)
∗)2F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2))
]
E
[
x(k)x(k)T
]
= 0
(4.18)
where E[x(k)x(k)T ] = 0 because of the assumption of complex circularity. Now
by using appropriate normalisation and simplification, the learning rule can be
written as:
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wi(k)←E
[
F
′
(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2) + |sˆi,o(k)|2F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k′)|2))
]
wi(k)
− E
[
(sˆi,o(k))
∗F
′
(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2)x(k)
] (4.19)
An unmixing matrix W(k) can be formed if the above equation is implemented
for each source [22]. The unmixing matrix W(k) can be decorrelated by the
symmetric decorrelation scheme as follows:
W(k)← (W(k)(W(k))†)−1/2W(k). (4.20)
4.4.1 FastIVA with Student’s t Source Prior
As discussed earlier, the source prior is crucial to the performance of the IVA
algorithm, therefore by choosing an appropriate source prior can ehnhance the
separation performance of the IVA method. Also from earlier discussion, it is
known that speech signals are highly non-stationary in nature and can have many
useful samples with high amplitudes.
The Student’s t distribution due to its heavy tail nature can better model the
high amplitude data points in speech signals. So, the multivariate Student’s t
distribution is adopted as the source prior for the FastIVA method [76]. By
using the multivariate Student’s t distribution, the dependency within the source
vectors can be preserved and because of the heavy tail nature of the Student’s
t distribution, it can improve the modelling of high amplitude information in
different speech sources and thereby improve the separation performance of the
FastIVA method.
For the FastIVA method, the non linear function F(.) is derived from the source
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prior. When the multivariate Student’s t distribution as described in Equation
(4.8) is adopted as the source prior in the FastIVA method, the non-lnear function
can be found as follows. The multivariate Student’s t distribution is adopted as
the source prior for the FastIVA algorithm, namely
p(si) ∝
(
1 +
(si − µi)TΛ(si − µi)
ν
)− ν+K
2
(4.21)
and by using Equation (4.21), the non linear function can be calculated as:
F (
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k′)|2)′ = ν +K
ν
(
1 +
∑K
k=1|si(k)|2
ν
)− ν+K
2
(4.22)
The leading coefficient ν+K
ν
can be absorbed in the step size in the update equa-
tion, therefore by normalising it to unity and with zero mean and unity variance
assumption, Equation (4.22) can be written as:
F (
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k′)|2)′′ = 1−
∑K
k′=1|sˆi(k′)|2
(1 +
∑K
k′=1|sˆi(k′)|2)2
(4.23)
The above mentioned non-linear function is a multivariate function. Hence, this
non-linear function can retain the interfrequency dependency as all the frequency
bins are accounted for during the learning process. Also by changing the value
of the degrees of freedom parameter ν, the tails of the distribution become heav-
ier and therefore it can enhance the modelling of the information in the high
amplitude data points in speech measurements. The separation performance of
the proposed FastIVA algorithm will be evaluated in simulated and real room
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environments and the results will be compared with the FastIVA method using
the original super Gaussian source prior in the next section.
4.4.2 Experimental Results
The separation performance of the FastIVA method with new Student’s t source
prior is evaluated in this section. Firstly, the proposed FastIVA algorithm is tested
with the image method and then to evaluate the performance of the proposed
method in the realistic scenarios, it is tested with the real room impulse responses.
Evaluation of FastIVA with Image Method
The proposed FastIVA method with multivariate Student’s t source prior is firstly
tested in a simulated environment generated with the image method [84]. Mostly,
the experimental settings are similar to those in the case of experiments with the
original IVA method. A 2 x 2 case is considered and the speech signals for
the experiments are randomly selected from the whole of the TIMIT dataset
[79]. The length of each speech signal is approximately four seconds. The STFT
length is 1024 and the sampling frequency is 8kHz. The size of the room is
7 x 5 x 3 m3 and the location of microphones are [3.42 2.50 1.50]m and [3.48
2.50 1.50]m respectively. The RT60 for these experimental settings is 200ms.
The mixed signals are separated by using the FastIVA method with both the
proposed Student’s t source prior and the original super Gaussian source prior.
The separation performance is measured in SDR and the results are shown in
Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 shows the separation performance of the FastIVA method with both
Student’s t and the original super Gaussian source prior for ten different set of
mixtures. All the SDR values shown in Table 4.4 are the average of two separated
signals. In comparison the Student’s t source prior based algorithm performs
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Table 4.4: SDR (dB) values for FastIVA method with both source priors. Stu-
dent’s t source prior for the FastIVA method improves the separation performance
for all the mixtures.
Original (dB) Student’s t (dB) Improvement (dB)
Set-1 10.88 12.02 1.14
Set-2 10.49 11.31 0.82
Set-3 12.76 13.73 0.97
Set-4 13.02 13.93 0.91
Set-5 11.84 12.59 0.75
Set-6 13.38 14.42 1.04
Set-7 13.47 14.28 0.81
Set-8 12.15 12.97 0.82
Set-9 10.66 11.42 0.76
Set-10 11.38 12.44 1.06
better than that using the original super Gaussian source prior for all set of
mixtures, which is evident from the table. The average performance improvement
in the SDR for the multivariate Student’s t source prior is approximately 0.9 dB.
The room impulse responses generated by the image method are helpful in com-
paring different methods but they can’t evaluate the separation performance of
BSS methods in the realistic scenarios. Therefore the separation performance of
the proposed FastIVA method with the multivariate Student’s t source prior in
realistic scenarios is discussed in the next section.
Evaluation of FastIVA with the Real Room Impulse Responses
In this section the proposed FastIVA algorithm is evaluated in a real classroom
environment by using the binaural room impulse responses (BRIR) generated by
Shinn-Cunningham [87]. Experimental settings are kept the same as for the case
of the original IVA method. Again, the centre location of the room is considered
for these experiments and the RT60 = 565ms. As the RT60 is really high for
this particular set of experiments therefore it provides good evaluation of the
proposed algorithm in highly reverberant real room environment. Speech signals
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are randomly chosen from the whole of the TIMIT dataset [79]. A 2x2 case is
consider and in order to consider the changing position of sources in real room
environment, six different source location (15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦) azimuths
relative to second source were considered. Furthermore, to improve the reliability
of results, all the simulations are repeated three times. The summary of different
parameters used for this set of experiments is given in Table 4.5
Table 4.5: Summary of parameters used in experiments.
Sampling rate 8kHz
STFT frame length 1024
Velocity of sound 343 m/s
Reverberation time 565 ms (BRIRs)
Room dimensions 9 m x 5 m x 3.5 m
Source signal duration 4 s (TIMIT)
In the first set of experiments, mixtures are created from the speech signals from
the TIMIT dataset and by the impulse responses generated by BRIRs with RT60
of 565ms. These mixtures are then separated by using the proposed FastIVA
method with the multivariate Student’s t source prior and its separation per-
formance is measured in SDR (dB) and the results are then compared with the
FastIVA method with the original super Gaussian source prior. As benchmarks
the basic FastICA [57] and intelligently initialised FastICA [89] are also included
in comparisons and the results are shown in Figure 4.4. It is evident from Figure
4.4 that the FastIVA algorithm with proposed multivariate Student’s t source
prior performs better then the original super Gaussian source prior at all the sep-
aration angles. The FastICA and the intelligently initialised FastICA used for the
separation of mixtures have poor separation performance in these experiments be-
cause of the permutation problem and also there is no pre or post processing used
for these methods, which is generally needed in FastICA methods. All the SDR
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values shown in Figure 4.4 are averaged over eighteen random speech mixtures at
all the separation angles that established the improved separation performance
of the proposed multivariate Student’s t source prior for the FastIVA method.
Overall, the proposed source prior improves the separation performance of the
FastIVA method by approximately 0.9dB.
Figure 4.4: The graph indicates the separation performance of the FastIVA and
FastICA algorithms. All the SDR (dB) values are averaged over eighteen random
speech mixtures. The Student’s t source prior enhance the separation perfor-
mance of the FastIVA algorithm at all separation angles.
Generally, objective evaluations for real mixtures such as SDR are very useful in
order to compare the performance of different methods but they can not portray
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the true quality of separated speech signals. Therefore in addition to the objective
evaluation, the separation performance of the proposed Student’s t source prior
for the FastIVA method is also evaluated by using the subjective measure of
perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [78]. The same experimental
settings were used as before and the mixtures were created by using the speech
signals from TIMIT dataset in BRIRs. Then mixtures were separated by using the
FastIVA method with the original super Gaussian source prior and the proposed
Student’s t source prior. Then the PESQ score is calculated for the separated
signals from both methods by comparing the separated speech signals with the
original speech signals. PESQ score is generally between 0 to 4.5, with 0 being
poor score and the score of 4.5 is assigned to signal, that are almost identical.
PESQ score for both source priors for five different set of mixtures is shown in
Table 4.6 and for each set, PESQ score is averaged over six different locations in
the room which are source azimuth angles varying over (15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦)
relative to the second source which improves the reliability of the results. Table
4.6 indicates that the proposed multivariate Student’s t source prior even in highly
reverberant real room environment can consistently achieve better PESQ score
than the original super Gaussian source prior for the FastIVA algorithm.
Table 4.6: PESQ score for the Student’s t source prior and the Original Super
Gaussian source prior for the FastIVA algorithm. All PESQ values are averaged
for six different source locations and for all sets of mixtures, the Student’s t source
prior has better PESQ score.
Original super Gaussian Source Prior Student’s t Source Prior
Set-1 1.65 1.81
Set-2 2.03 2.25
Set-3 2.14 2.29
Set-4 1.92 2.09
Set-5 2.05 2.16
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Furthermore, the convergence speed of the FastIVA method was measured with
the new Student’s t source prior. Since the main purpose of introducing FastIVA
method was to improve the convergence speed of the original IVA method, there-
fore it is vital to test the convergence speed for the proposed source prior for the
FastIVA method. The same set of experiments was repeated in order to mea-
sure the convergence speed of the proposed method. The convergence speed was
measured by counting the number of iterations that the FastIVA method was
needed to converge as measured by changing likelihood of the algorithm. The
convergence of the algorithm is calculated when the change of the norm of the
weight matrix is less then 10−6 and it was measured for the FastIVA with both
the new Student’s t and the original super Gaussian source prior and the results
are shown in Figure 4.5.
It is clear from Figure 4.5 that the FastIVA with new Student’s t source prior
converges swiftly as compared with the original super Gaussian source prior based
FastIVA algorithm. For most of the angles the new Student’s t based FastIVA
method only needs almost half the number of iterations that were needed for the
original super Gaussian based IVA method. The main purpose of the FastIVA
method was to make the algorithm converge faster and the new Student’s t source
prior further improves the convergence speed of the FastIVA method, which is
vital when using the algorithm in real time applications.
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Figure 4.5: The number of iterations needed for the FastIVA algorithm to con-
verge using both the original super Gaussian [21] and Student’s t source priors in
realistic RIRs is shown. The Student’s t source prior at most angles need almost
half the number of iterations.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a new multivariate Student’s t source prior was introduced for
the IVA and the FastIVA algorithm. The source prior for the IVA method is
crucial to the performance of the algorithm as the non-linear score function is
used to retain the inter-frequency dependency derived based on the PDF of the
source. The multivariate Student’s t distribution that belongs to the family of
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multivariate super Gaussian distributions is used in this work to model the high
amplitude data points in speech signals. The multivariate Student’s t distribu-
tion has heavier tails, thereby it can make use of the information lying in high
amplitudes. Speech signals can have significant high amplitude data points such
as voice sounds, therefore the multivariate Student’s distribution is well suited to
model the speech signals. Also, highly reverberant mixtures were used to evalu-
ate the performance of the proposed source prior, which were more challenging
to separate as compared to previous studies. The new experimental results in the
highly reverberant real room environments, confirms that the proposed Student’s
t source prior consistently improves the separation performance of both the IVA
and the FastIVA algorithm.
Chapter 5
ENERGY DRIVEN MIXED
SOURCE PRIOR FOR THE
INDEPENDENT VECTOR
ANALYSIS ALGORITHM
The independent vector analysis algorithm preserves the dependency within each
source vector to solve the permutation problem. Statistical models that can
improve the dependency structure within each source vector are still needed to
further improve the separation performance of the IVA method. As discussed in
Chapter 4, in the past various statistical models have been proposed to improve
the statistical dependence within the IVA method [94–96]. The multivariate
source prior is important in all versions of the IVA algorithm, since it is used to
derive the nonlinear score function and retain the dependency between different
frequency bins [22].
In this chapter, a new enhanced multivariate source prior is introduced for the
IVA algorithm. Instead of a conventional single distribution source prior, the
proposed source prior is a mixture of the original multivariate super Gaussian
94
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distribution as in [21] and the multivariate Student’s t distribution. The Stu-
dent’s t distribution is a super Gaussian distribution which has heavier tails and
it can have a certain advantage when modelling speech signals. It is also stated
in [72], that the Student’s t distribution is well suited to model certain types of
speech signals. Human speech is highly random in nature and can have many high
and low amplitude components [12]. Therefore, the Student’s t distribution due
to its heavy tail nature can capture and model the information in high amplitude
components in an efficient manner [72] and at the same time, the original super
Gaussian distribution can be used to model the other data points in the speech
signal. The contribution in this chapter is that the weight of both distributions
can also be adjusted in the mixed source prior, which enables the source prior to
adapt to different types of speech signals. The ratio of both distributions in the
mixed source prior is adjusted according to the energy of the observed mixtures.
Importantly, this method is found to be successful only when the observed mix-
tures are available and not the original sources. Moreover, to further enhance
the separation performance of the proposed IVA algorithm, the fully connected
frequency bin structure is decomposed into smaller groups as the neighbouring
frequency bins generally have much stronger dependency as compared to distant
frequency bins where the dependency is generally much weaker [23, 92]. There-
fore, the strong dependency between neighbouring frequency bins is exploited by
dividing them into smaller cliques whilst retaining considerable overlap between
adjacent cliques. Furthermore, the new energy driven mixed source prior with
clique based dependency structure is evaluated in real room environments and it
consistently improves the separation performance of the IVA algorithm.
5.1 Source Prior for the IVA method
A new multivariate source prior that can better preserve the dependency structure
within different frequency bins is needed to improve the separation performance
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of the IVA algorithm. Instead of a single distribution source prior, a mixture of
original multivariate super Gaussian source prior and the multivariate Student’s
t distribution is found to be a suitable source prior for the IVA method.
The cost function for the original IVA algorithm is only minimised when the vector
sources are independent while the dependency within the components of each
vector is still preserved. Thus the cost function retains the inherent frequency
dependency within each source vector, whilst removing the dependency among
the sources [22]. When the cost function for the IVA method is minimised by
using the gradient descent algorithm, the nonlinear function ϕ(k) for source sˆi is
given as [21]:
ϕ(k)(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k) · · · sˆi(K)) = −∂logq(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k) · · · sˆi(K))
∂sˆi(k)
(5.1)
where ϕ(k)(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k) · · · sˆi(K)) is a multivariate score function and is used
to preserve dependency across the frequency bins, denoted by index k. This
nonlinearity represents the core idea of the IVA algorithm, as it is a multivari-
ate function so it can preserve the dependency between different frequency bins.
Since this multivariate score function is obtained from the source prior, it is vi-
tal to choose an appropriate multivariate source prior to retain the dependency
structure for a better separation performance of the IVA algorithm.
In the original IVA method [21], the source prior representing the inter-frequency
dependencies is a dependent multivariate super-Gaussian distribution and it can
be derived as follows: Suppose a K dimensional random variable is explained by:
si =
√
v.zi + µi (5.2)
where v is a scalar random variable, µi is a K-dimensional deterministic variable
and zi is a K-dimensional random vector. This random vector is assumed to have
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a Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix Σi and zero mean, that is
p(zi) = αz exp (− z
†
iΣ
−1
i zi
2
) (5.3)
where (.)† denotes a Hermitian transpose and αz is a normalization term. Suppose
that v has a Gamma distribution, that is:
p(v) = αvv
K−1
2 exp (− v
2
) (5.4)
where αv is also a normalization term and the conditional distribution p(si|v) is
a Gaussian with mean µ and covariance σi. Therefore the original source prior
can be obtained [21]:
p(si) =
∫ ∞
0
p(si|v)p(v)dv
= α1
∫ ∞
0
√
v exp
(
− 1
2
(
(si − µi)†Σ−1i (si − µi)
v
+ v
))
dv
= α2 exp
(
−
√
(si − µi)†Σ−1i (si − µi)
) (5.5)
Equation (5.5) shows there is a variance dependency between the frequency bins,
which means when the variance of one frequency component is large then the
variance for other frequency components will be large as well. Assumption of zero
mean vector is taken and also the covariance matrix is assumed to be a diagonal
matrix, since the frequency outputs are obtained by the orthogonal Fourier bases.
So Equation (5.5) can be written as:
p(si) = α exp
(
−
√√√√ K∑
k=1
∣∣∣∣∣ sˆi(k)σi(k)
∣∣∣∣∣
)
(5.6)
where σi(k) is the standard deviation of the ith source at the kth frequency bin.
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By setting σi(k) to unity, the multivariate score function can be written as [21]:
ϕ(k)(sˆi(1) . . . sˆi(K)) = −∂ log (p(sˆi(1) . . . sˆi(K))
∂sˆi(k)
=
∂
√∑K
k′=1
∣∣∣sˆi(k′)∣∣∣2
∂sˆi(k)
=
sˆi(k)√∑K
k′=1|sˆi(k′)|2
(5.7)
Equation (5.7) shows the multivariate score function for the original IVA method
with the original super Gaussian multivariate source prior and it is used to rep-
resent inter-frequency dependency between sources. However, this score function
is not unique and it depends on the types of sources. Therefore, a new source
prior that can adapt according to different speech sources is needed and one is
proposed in detail in the next section.
5.1.1 The Student’s t Source Prior for the IVA method
The multivariate Student’s t distribution is well suited to model certain types
of speech signals [70]. As discussed in the Chapter 3, when the multivariate
Student’s t distribution is adopted as a source prior for the IVA algorithm, it
takes the following form
p(si) ∝
(
1 +
(si − µi)TΛ(si − µi)
ν
)− ν+K
2
(5.8)
where µ and Λ are the mean and the precision matrix, respectively. The precision
matrix is defined as the inverse of the covariance matrix Λ =
∑−1
i and ν is the
degrees of freedom parameter, which can tune the variance and the leptokurtic
nature of the Student’s t distribution [72]. The tails of the distribution becomes
heavier when the degrees of freedom parameter ν approaches to zero which makes
it more suitable for certain types of speech signals [70].
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A score function for the original IVA method can be obtained by using Equation
(5.8) and the multivariate Student’s t distribution. Due to the orthogonal Fourier
bases, the covariance matrix is set to the identity matrix and when zero mean is
assumed, the source prior for the IVA method using the multivariate Student’s t
source prior can be obtained as follows:
ϕ(k)(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(K)) = sˆi(k)
1 + ( 1
ν
)
∑K
k=1|sˆi(k)|2
(5.9)
The separation performance of the IVA method can potentially be improved by
using the combination of distributions as a source prior instead of a conventional
single distribution source prior for the IVA method. Therefore a mixed source
prior is proposed for the IVA method in the next section.
5.1.2 Mixed Source Prior for the IVA Method
Different speech source signals can have different statistical properties, therefore
instead of modelling all speech sources by a single distribution, a mixed Student’s
t and original super Gaussian distribution source prior is proposed. The Student’s
t distribution because of its heavy tail nature can improve the modelling for the
high amplitude information in the speech sources and the rest of the information
can be better modelled with the original super Gaussian multivariate distribution
[99].
The nonlinear score function for the IVA algorithm with new mixed multivariate
Student’s t and multivariate super Gaussian source prior takes following form
p(si) = (λd).fSt + (1− λd).fG (5.10)
where fG and fSt are the original multivariate super Gaussian distributions and
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the multivariate Student’s t distribution, respectively; λd[0, 1] is a weighting
parameter and determines the ratio of each distribution in the mixed source
prior. In the above equation, when the multivariate Student’s t is replaced by
using Equation (5.8) and the original multivariate super Gaussian is replaced by
using Equation (5.5), it takes the following form.
p(si) =(λd)
(
1 +
(si − µi)TΛ(si − µi)
ν
)− ν+K
2
+
(1− λd) exp
(
−
√
(si − µi)†Σ−1i (si − µi)
) (5.11)
The nonlinear score function for the IVA algorithm with the mixed Student’s t
and super Gaussian source prior can be obtained by Equation (5.11). Considering
the zero mean case and due to Fourier bases, with the assumption the covariance
matrix is set to identity and also by using appropriate normalisation, the overall
non linear score function for source sˆi can be written as:
ϕ(k)(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(K)) ∝(λd)
(
sˆi(k)
1 + 1
ν
∑K
k=1|sˆi(k)|2
)
+(1− λd)
(
sˆi(k)√∑K
k=1|sˆi(k)|2
) (5.12)
The nonlinear score function for the IVA method by using a mixed source prior is
shown in Equation (5.12) and it is a multivariate function. Therefore, this score
function can retain the inter-frequency dependency as all the frequency bins are
accounted for during the learning process. The weights of both distribution in
the source prior can be adjusted according to the speech signals by changing the
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value of λd[0, 1]. When λd = 1, the mixed source prior only has the Student’s t
distribution and when the λd = 0, it only provides the original super Gaussian
distribution as a source prior. The separation performance of this new mixed
source prior within the original IVA method is evaluated in the next section.
5.1.3 Experimental Results
In this section, the new mixed source prior for the original IVA method is evalu-
ated with two different room impulse responses. Firstly, it is evaluated with the
simulated room impulse responses generated by the Image method [84], which
are synthetic and can not provide proper evaluation of the algorithm in the real
life context but these evaluations can be useful to compare the performance of
different algorithms. Therefore, the proposed mixed source for the IVA method is
further evaluated with the real binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs), which
were recorded in the real classroom by Shinn, et al. [87]. These BRIRs are real
room recordings with very high RT60 of 565ms, therefore they provide more ac-
curate evaluation of the algorithm in realistic scenarios. The proposed mixed
source prior IVA method is evaluated with both real and synthetic room impulse
responses and the results are compared with the original IVA method with the
original super Gaussian source prior [21].
Evaluation with Image Method
For the first set of experiments, room impulse response are generated by using
the Image method [84]. The size of the room was 7 x 5 x 3m3 and the microphone
sources were positioned at [3.48, 2.50, 1.50]m and [3.44, 2.50, 1.50]m respectively.
The STFT length was set to 1024 and the sampling frequency was 8kHz. In
these experiments the RT60 was set to 200ms. Two different speech signals of
length of approximately four seconds were chosen randomly from the whole of
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the TIMIT dataset [79] and convolved into two mixtures. These mixtures were
then separated by using the IVA algorithm with new mixed Student’s t and the
original super Gaussian source prior. The separation performance of the method
was measured by using the objective measure of signal to distortion ratio (SDR)
in decibels (dB). The value of the degrees of freedom in the mixed source prior
was chosen to be four, which is empirically found to give the best separation
performance. The weighting parameter λd = 0.5 was used in the mixed source
prior as it will assign equal weight to both the Student’s t and the original super
Gaussian distribution in the mixed source prior.
Table 5.1: SDR (dB) values for both source priors for the original IVA method
with Image room impulse response [84]. The SDR (dB) values are average for
six different positions for each mixture. The mixed Student’s t-original super
Gaussian source prior shows considerable improvement for all mixtures.
As in [22] Mixed Source Prior Improvement (dB)
Set-1 9.24 10.38 1.04
Set-2 8.33 9.21 0.88
Set-3 9.11 9.94 0.83
Set-4 8.85 9.77 0.92
Set-5 8.48 9.32 0.84
The separation performance of the IVA algorithm with the new mixed source
prior is shown in Table 5.1 and the results are compared with the original IVA
method [21]. All the values shown are the average separation performance of
both source priors at six different positions in the same room. All the SDR
values are generally high as the room impulse responses are simulated at relatively
lower RT60 of 200ms. For the experiments, five different sets of speech signals
were randomly chosen from the TIMIT dataset and then convolved into mixtures
in the room impulse responses generated with the Image method [84]. For all
the five sets of speech signals, the new mixed Student’s t and original super
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Gaussian source prior based IVA method has better separation performance than
the original IVA method. The results in Table 5.1 confirm that the new mixed
source prior improves the average separation performance of the IVA method by
approximately 0.9 dB.
Evaluation with Real BRIRs
In this section, the IVA method with new mixed source prior is evaluated with
BRIRs, which were obtained from [87]. These BRIRs are real room recording,
therefore they provide more representative information about the separation per-
formance of the algorithms in realistic scenarios. Two speech signals were ran-
domly chosen from the whole of the TIMIT dataset [79] and convolved into mix-
tures. The size of the classroom is 9 x 5 x 3.5m3 and six different source location
azimuths relative to the second source were considered. These source location
azimuths vary over (15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦) which provide good evaluation of
separation performance of the algorithm with changing positions in the room,
representative of when speakers move around in the room. All the experiments
at all the source location azimuths were repeated three times to improve the re-
liability of the results. The RT60 for the classroom is 565ms, which is relatively
high and provides a good evaluation of the separation performance of BSS al-
gorithms in highly reverberant realistic scenarios. The value of the degrees of
freedom parameter in the mixed source prior was again chosen to be four, which
was found empirically to yield best separation. The weighting parameter λd was
set to 0.5, as it assigns equal weight to both the Student’s t and the original
super Gaussian distribution in the mixed source prior. The summary of different
parameters used in the experiments is provided in Table 5.2.
The speech mixtures were created by using the BRIRs with high RT60 of 565ms
and then separated by using the IVA algorithm with the new mixed multivariate
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Table 5.2: Different parameters in experiments.
Sampling rate 8kHz
STFT frame length 1024
Weighting parameter 0.5
Degrees of freedom 4
Reverberation time 565 ms (BRIRs)
Room dimensions 9 m x 5 m x 3.5 m
Source signal duration 4 s (TIMIT)
Student’s t-original super Gaussian source prior and the results were compared
with the original IVA method as in [21]. The separation performance in terms of
SDR for both the source priors for the IVA method for six different source location
azimuths (15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦) is shown in Figure 5.1. In the bar plot, blue
bars represent the separation performance of the original IVA method [21] and
yellow bars represent the separation performance of the proposed mixed source
prior based IVA method. In order to improve the reliability of results, all the
SDR values at each angle, shown in Figure 5.1 were averaged over the separation
performance for eighteen speech mixtures. It is evident from Figure 5.1, that for
all the separation angles the IVA method with new mixed Student’s t and original
super Gaussian source prior has better separation performance as compared to
the original IVA method. The average improvement of 0.85 dB is recorded at all
the separation angles when the new mixed source prior is adopted for the IVA
method. For the separation angles of 15◦, 30◦ and 90◦ the SDR values for both
the methods are lower because of difficult contexts but even with these difficult
separation angles the new mixed source prior performs better than the original
super Gaussian source prior. The new mixed Student’s t and original super
Gaussian source prior is also adopted for the fast version of the IVA algorithm
and it is discussed in detail in the next section.
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Figure 5.1: The graph shows the SDR (dB) values at six different separation
angles. Real BRIRs from [87] were used. Results were averaged over eighteen
mixtures. Mixed Student’s t-original super Gaussian source prior enhance the
separation performance of the IVA algorithm at all separation angles.
5.2 The Mixed Source Prior for the FastIVA al-
gorithm
The proposed mixed Student’s t-original super Gaussian source prior is also
adopted as a source prior for the FastIVA method. The FastIVA algorithm is
the fast converging version of the IVA method and it uses Newton’s method in
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the learning process which can converge quadratically. The objective function
used by the FastIVA algorithm is given as [58]:
JFastIV A =
N∑
i=1
[
E[F (
K∑
k=1
|sˆi(k)|2)]−
K∑
k=1
λi(k)(wi(k)
†wi(k)− 1)
]
(5.13)
where w†i is the i -th row of the unmixing matrix W, and λ is the i -th Langrange
multiplier. Also in Equation (5.13), F (·) represents the nonlinear function which
is the summation of the desired signals in all frequency bins. This nonlinear
score function can take several different forms as shown in [58]. By using the
appropriate normalisation and the derivation discussed in the Chapter 3, the
learning rule for the FastIVA method can be written as:
wi(k)←E
[
F
′
(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2) + |sˆi,o(k)|2F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k′)|2))
]
wi(k)
− E
[
(sˆi,o(k))
∗F
′
(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi,o(k′)|2)x(k)
] (5.14)
where F
′
(·) and F ′′(·) represent the first and the second derivative of F (·) respec-
tively. When the learning rule is used for all the sources, an unmixing matrix
W(k) can be constructed which needs to be uncorrelated as follows
W(k)← (W(k)(W(k))†)−1/2W(k). (5.15)
The nonlinear score function F (·) is derived from the source prior and it is crucial
to the separation performance of the algorithm. It can take several different forms
according to the source prior. In [58], a particular super Gaussian distribution is
used as a source prior for the FastIVA algorithm. When the variance is assumed
to be unity and the mean is consider to be zero, this particular super Gaussian
source prior can be represented as:
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F
( K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k)|2
)
=
√√√√ K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k′)|2 (5.16)
With the appropriate normalisation and by using the super Gaussian source prior
mentioned in equation (5.16), the nonlinear score function for the FastIVA method
by using the original super Gaussian distribution as a source prior can be derived
as follows:
F ′′
( K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k)|2
)
=
(
1√∑K
k′=1|sˆi(k′)|2
)3
(5.17)
The separation performance of the FastIVA method can be further improved by
carefully selecting an appropriate source prior.
5.2.1 The multivariate Student’s t source prior for the
FastIVA method
As shown in the Chapter 3, when the Student’s t distribution is adopted as a
source prior for the FastIVA method, it takes the following form.
p(si) ∝
(
1 +
(si − µi)TΛ(si − µi)
ν
)− ν+K
2
(5.18)
The nonlinear score function for the FastIVA method with multivariate Student’s
t distribution as a source prior can be calculated by using Equation (5.18). When
the covariance matrix is set to zero due to Fourier bases, the mean is assumed to
be zero and with appropriate normalisation, the nonlinear score function for the
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multivariate Student’s t source prior based FastIVA algorithm can be written as:
F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k′)|2) = 1−
∑K
k′=1|sˆi(k′)|2
(1 +
∑K
k′=1|sˆi(k′)|2)2
(5.19)
The nonlinear score function obtained from Equation (5.19) is a multivariate func-
tion. Therefore, this nonlinear score function will preserve the inter-frequency de-
pendency as all the frequency bins are accounted for during the learning process.
In order to further improve the separation performance of the FastIVA method,
more appropriate source prior that can better model all the samples in the speech
signals is still needed and instead of using a single distribution source prior, a
mixed distribution source prior is again proposed in the next section.
5.2.2 Mixed source prior for the FastIVA Method
A mixture of the multivariate Student’s t and original multivariate super Gaussian
source prior is also adopted as a source prior for the FastIVA method [91]. The
Student’s t distribution part in the mixed source prior can account for the high
amplitude samples in speech signals and the other samples can be modelled with
the original super Gaussian distribution. When this new mixed source prior is
adopted for the FastIVA method, the nonlinear score function in general form
can be written as:
p(si) = (λd).fSt + (1− λd).fG (5.20)
When fSt is replaced by the multivariate Student’s t from Equation (5.18) and
fG is replaced with the original super Gaussian from Equation (5.16), the general
equation for nonlinear score function takes the following form.
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p(si) =(λd)
(
1 +
(si − µi)TΛ(si − µi)
ν
)− ν+K
2
+ (1− λd)
(√√√√ K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k′)|2
) (5.21)
The nonlinear score function for the FastIVA method can be obtained by using the
mixed multivariate Student’s t and original super Gaussian source prior shown
in equation (5.21). By using the appropriate normalisation, the overall score
function for the FastIVA method with new mixed source prior for source sˆi can
be obtained as:
F ′′(
K∑
k′=1
|sˆi(k′)|2) =(λd)
(
1−∑Kk′=1|sˆi(k′)|2
(1 +
∑K
k′=1|sˆi(k′)|2)2
)
+ (1− λd)
(
1√∑K
k′=1|sˆi(k′)|2
)3 (5.22)
Equation (5.22) represents the nonlinear score function for the FastIVA algorithm
and it has λd as a weighting parameter, which can be used to adjust the ratio
of both distributions in the mixed source prior and cater for different types of
speech signals. The separation performance of the FastIVA method with this new
mixed multivariate Student’s t-original super Gaussian source prior is evaluated
in the next section.
5.2.3 Experimental Results for the Mixed Source Prior
FastIVA algorithm
The separation performance of the FastIVA algorithm with new mixed source
prior is evaluated in simulated and realistic scenarios in this section. Again, to
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compare the performance of different methods, firstly the Image method [84] was
used to generate the room impulse responses. In order to test the performance of
the algorithm in the realistic environment, BRIRs [87] were also used to generate
the room impulse responses, as they are real recordings in a classroom and provide
a good evaluation in realistic scenarios.
Evaluation with Image Method
The same set of experiments were repeated for the FastIVA method as in the
case of the original IVA method with new mixed source prior. The room impulse
responses were again generated by using the Image method [84] and randomly
chosen speech signals from TIMIT dataset [79] were convolved into mixtures.
As in [58] Mixed Source Prior Improvement (dB)
Set-1 9.44 10.36 0.92
Set-2 9.75 10.82 1.07
Set-3 10.36 11.32 0.96
Set-4 10.18 11.76 1.58
Set-5 9.82 11.06 1.24
Table 5.3: The table indicates the improvement in separation performance of the
FastIVA algorithm in terms of SDR (dB) for five speech mixtures using the Image
method [84]. For each set of speech signals the SDR values are averaged for both
estimated source signals.
In this set of experiments, five different speech mixtures were separated by using
the new mixed source prior FastIVA method and the original FastIVA method
[58]. The separation performance for both methods for all five speech mixtures
is shown in Table 5.3 and for all the mixtures, the proposed mixed source prior
improves the separation performance of the FastIVA method. All the values
shown in Table 5.3 are the average SDR value in dB for both separated speech
signals. When the new mixed Student’s t-original super Gaussian source prior
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is adopted as a source prior for the FastIVA method, it improves the average
separation performance of the FastIVA method by approximately 1.10 dB, as
shown in Table 5.3.
Evaluation with Real BRIRs
In this subsection, the FastIVA method with new mixed Student’s t-original su-
perGaussian source prior is evaluated in realistic scenarios by generating the room
impulse responses by BRIRs, which were obtained from [87]. The speech signals
for these experiments were again randomly chosen from the whole of the TIMIT
dataset [79] and the length of speech signals was approximately 5 seconds. The
same experimental setting was used for these experiments as in the case of the
original IVA method with mixed source prior. As these BRIRs were recorded in
a real classroom therefore they have relatively high RT60 of 565ms. Hence it pro-
vides good evaluation of the separation performance of the algorithms in highly
reverberant real life scenarios. The speech mixtures created with the BRIRs are
then separated by using both the new mixed source prior FastIVA method and
the original FastIVA method [58]. The weighting parameter λd is set to 0.5 as
it will assign equal weight to both distributions in the mixed source prior. The
common parameters used in this set of experiments are summarised in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Different parameters in experiments.
Sampling rate 8kHz
STFT frame length 1024
Reverberation time 565 ms (BRIRs)
Room dimensions 9 m x 5 m x 3.5 m
Source signal duration 5 s (TIMIT)
Weighting parameter 0.5
Degrees of freedom 4
In order to evaluate the separation performance of the proposed mixed source
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prior FastIVA method, six speech mixtures were separated at five different source
location azimuths varying from 15◦ to 75◦ in steps of 15◦. All the measurements
in this set of experiments were repeated three times in order to improve the
reliability of the results. The separation performance of both the methods for
five different position is shown in Figure 5.2. All the SDR values shown are in
dB and for both the proposed and the original FastIVA method, at all the source
location azimuths, all the SDR values are the average separation performance of
eighteen random speech mixtures. The better separation performance of the new
mixed source prior is evident from Figure 5.2, as for all the different positions
in the real room environment with RT60 = 565ms, the mixed source prior yields
better separation performance. On average the new mixed source prior improves
the separation performance of the FastIVA method by 0.90 dB in the realistic
scenarios.
The performance of the proposed mixed Student’s t-original super Gaussian
source prior can be further improved by changing the weight of the distributions
in the mixed source prior according to the nature of speech signals. Therefore,
a new energy driven source prior that can adapt to different speech mixtures is
proposed in the next section.
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Figure 5.2: The bar graph provides SDR (dB) for the FastIVA method [58] and
the proposed mixed source prior FastIVA for five different angles. All the SDR
values are averaged over eighteen random mixtures. Real BRIRs from [87] were
used. The new mixed source prior enhance the separation performance at all
separation angles.
5.3 Energy Driven Mixed Source Prior for the
Original IVA Method
Since different speech sources can have different statistical properties, therefore it
is important to adapt the mixed Student’s t and super Gaussian source prior ac-
cording to different speech sources. In this mixed source prior for the original IVA
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method, equal weight was assigned to both the Student’s t and the original super
Gaussian in the mixed source prior for all speech sources. However, adjusting the
weight of both distributions automatically in the mixed source prior according
to the variation in the speech sources can potentially further improve the sep-
aration performance of the original IVA method. Therefore, in this section the
weight of both distributions in the mixed source prior is adapted automatically
according to the energy of the measured speech mixture signals. Importantly,
this method is found to be successful only with access to mixtures not the orig-
inal sources [104]. Moreover, to further improve the separation performance of
the IVA algorithm, fully connected frequency bins are decomposed into smaller
groups because the dependency among the neighbouring frequency bins is gen-
erally stronger and much weaker between distant frequency bins [23]. So the
strong dependency between neighbouring frequency bins is exploited by dividing
them into smaller cliques whilst retaining considerable overlap between adjacent
cliques. The clique based approach for frequency bins is adopted for the IVA
method and the mixed Student’s t and original super Gaussian distribution is
used as a source prior and the ratio of distributions in the mixed source prior is
automatically adjusted according to the energy of the measured speech mixtures.
5.3.1 Clique based IVA method
In the original IVA method, retaining the inter-frequency dependency is crucial to
its performance and it is preserved by using the multivariate source prior. Also,
the neighbouring and distant frequency components are assigned the same de-
pendency in the IVA method whereas in real life speech sources, the dependency
between the neighbouring frequency components is much stronger than that of
distant frequency components [23]. Therefore, in order to enhance the frequency
dependency within the IVA method, the single and fully connected statistical
model is decomposed into several overlapping cliques of fixed size. Since the de-
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pendency is much stronger in the neighbouring frequency bins, by dividing the
fully connected statistical model into smaller cliques, the strong dependency be-
tween neighbouring frequency bins can be exploited and at the same time weaker
dependency between the distant frequency bins can be reduced. When the fully
connected statistical dependency model of the IVA method is decomposed into
several overlapping cliques of fixed size, the corresponding multivariate probabil-
ity density function can be written as [23]:
p(si) ∝ exp
(
−
C∑
c=1
√√√√ lc∑
k=fc
∣∣∣∣ sˆi(k)σi(k)
∣∣∣∣2
)
(5.23)
where C is the number of cliques and fc and lc are the first and last indices
of the c-th clique, respectively. So this new dependency structure consists of
several cliques of fixed and identical size and the centre frequency is increasing
for every clique. As an example, in the case of 1024 frequency bins, in order
to consider strong dependency within the neighbouring frequency bins, the fully
connected statistical model of the IVA method is decomposed into 128 cliques each
of fixed size of 256 frequency bins and clique ranges are [f1, l1] = [1, 256], [f2, l2] =
[17, 272], . . . , [fc, lc] = [769, 1024]. This fixed size clique based structure improves
the dependency structure for the IVA method by making better use of the strong
dependency between the neighbouring frequency bins and is likely to improve the
separation performance of the IVA method with the new mixed energy driven
mixed source prior. The energy calculation of the measured speech signals and
tuning of the mixed source prior according to the energy of the measured speech
signals is discussed in the next section.
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5.3.2 Energy Calculation of Measured Speech Mixtures
As discussed earlier, the mixed source prior for the original IVA method is given
as:
p(si) =(λd)
(
1 +
(si − µi)TΛ(si − µi)
ν
)− ν+K
2
+
(1− λd) exp
(
−
√
(si − µi)†Σ−1i (si − µi)
) (5.24)
The nonlinear score function for the original IVA algorithm with the mixed Stu-
dent’s t and super Gaussian source prior can be obtained as follows.
ϕ(k)(sˆi(1) · · · sˆi(k)) ∝(λd)
(
sˆi(k)
1 + 1
ν
∑K
k=1|sˆi(k)|2
)
+(1− λd)
(
sˆi(k)√∑K
k=1|sˆi(k)|2
) (5.25)
In Equation (5.25), λd is the weighting parameter, which defines the ratio of
both the Student’s t and the original super Gaussian distribution in the mixed
source prior. Since different speech sources can have different properties and their
resulting speech mixtures can have different energies, therefore by tuning the value
of λd, according to the local energy of speech mixtures, the mixed source prior
can adapt to different speech mixtures. The weighting parameter is frequency
dependent i.e. λd(k) is estimated according to the energy of the observed speech
mixture. It is calculated as the normalised energy of the speech mixtures in
the frequency domain blocks. The complete frequency bins are subdivided into
smaller non overlapping blocks and then the normalised energy of each block is
calculated. The frequency bins are divided into smaller blocks because different
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frequency ranges can have different energy and then to model a particular block,
an appropriate value for λd(k) can be selected. So the energy of a particular block
can be calculated as follows:
Eb =
1
Et
( lb∑
k=fb
||xp(k)||2
)
(5.26)
where fb and lb are the first and last indices of the block, respectively and xp(k)
denotes the vector of all frequency components k calculated by dividing the en-
tire speech observation into subblocks indexed by p, whereas Eb and Et are the
energy of the particular block (clique) and the total energy of the source mix-
ture, respectively, and ||(·)|| denotes Euclidean norm. When a particular block
has high energy, the value of λd(k) is tuned so that the ratio of the Student’s
t distribution in the mixed source prior as the Student’s t distribution is high
due to its heavy tail nature, it can improve the modelling of the high amplitude
information. Similarly, when the energy of a particular block is relatively low, the
weighting parameter λd is tuned to assign more weight to the original super Gaus-
sian distribution in the mixed Student’s t source prior. Since low energy for a
particular block generally indicates lack of high amplitude information, therefore
in order to appropriately model the speech sources, the mixed source is tuned to
have less ratio of Student’s t distribution and more of the original super Gaussian
source prior. Hence, this energy driven mixed source prior should be able to bet-
ter model the underlying non-stationary speech signals by adapting to the nature
of the measured speech mixtures thereby improving the separation performance
of the IVA method. In the next section, the new energy driven mixed source prior
based IVA algorithm is evaluated in the two experimental setups.
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5.3.3 Experimental Results
The energy driven mixed Student’s t-original super Gaussian source prior for the
original IVA method is evaluated in this section by using three different types of
room impulse responses. Firstly, it is tested with the simulated room impulses
responses that were generated by the Image method [84]. Then the separation
performance of the new energy driven mixed source prior based IVA method is
tested in the real room impulses that were obtained from [88] and [87] which
provide the accurate evaluation of the algorithm in the real life context.
Evaluation with Image Method
In this section, the energy driven mixed source prior is tested with room impulse
generated by the Image method [84]. The same experimental settings were used
as in the case of the original IVA method with fixed mixed source prior as in
Section 5.1.3. The RT60 for this particular set of experiments was 250ms. The
speech signals were again randomly chosen from the whole of the TIMIT dataset
[79] and convolved into mixtures. The weighting parameter λd in the mixed source
prior was tuned according to the energy of the measured speech mixtures.
As in [22] Proposed Source Prior Improvement (dB)
Set-1 8.58 9.01 0.95
Set-2 9.01 9.93 0.92
Set-3 8.61 9.70 1.09
Set-4 7.24 8.12 0.88
Set-5 8.03 9.09 1.06
Table 5.5: SDR (dB) values for the energy driven mixed source prior and the
original super Gaussian source prior for the original IVA method with Image
room impulse response [84]. For all mixture, the separation results are average
separation performance for six different positions.
The separation performance of the energy driven mixed source prior based IVA
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method with image room impulse responses is presented in Table 5.5. The sepa-
ration performance was evaluated objectively with SDR (dB) and all the values
shown in Table 5.5 are the average of separation performance for each set at six
different positions. All the results are compared with the separation performance
of the original IVA method with the original super Gaussian source prior and the
new energy based mixed source prior consistently improves the separation per-
formance of the IVA method. When the energy driven mixed source prior is used
as a source prior for the IVA method, the average improvement of approximately
1dB is recorded in the separation performance of the algorithm.
Evaluation with Real Room Impulse Responses from Hummerstone
[88]
In order to evaluate the separation performance of the proposed energy driven
mixed source prior in realistic scenarios, real room impulse responses were used,
which were obtained from [88]. These room impulse responses are the real room
recording in four different rooms with different sizes and geometry. Therefore
all four rooms have different reverberation time and provide a different real life
environment. Hence when the proposed energy driven mixed source prior is eval-
uated with these room impulse responses, it provides a good evaluation of the
algorithm in the changing real life scenarios. The four room types and their re-
spective RT60 is shown in Table 5.6. The RT60 of rooms varies from 320 ms to 890
ms, so these room impulse responses provide a good evaluation of the algorithm
over a range of reverberation times. Also the source location azimuths ranging
from (−90 ◦ to 90 ◦) relative to the second source were available for all the room
types, which provide a robust evaluation at different positions for moving sources
within each room.
For this set of experiments, the 2 x 2 case was considered. The speech signals
were randomly selected from the whole of the TIMIT dataset and convolved into
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Table 5.6: Room types and the respective RT60.
Room Type RT60 (ms)
A Medium office 320
B Small class room 470
C Large lecture room 680
D Large seminar theatre 890
mixtures for all the rooms. The source location azimuths in step of 15 ◦ was
considered from 15 ◦ to 90 ◦ in all the rooms for this set of experiments. The
separation performance was again measured objectively with SDR in dB. The
mixtures were then separated by using the new energy driven mixed Student’s
t and original super Gaussian source prior and its separation performance is
compared with the original IVA method [21]. The separation performance of
both methods for all four rooms over the range of RT60 is shown in Figure 5.3.
It is evident from the Figure 5.3 that in the room A, the energy based mixed
source prior consistently improves the separation results of the algorithm at all the
separation angles. Overall SDR values for both the algorithms is generally high as
the RT60 for room is 320ms. The proposed energy driven mixed source prior tunes
the weight of both distribution according to the energy of the measured mixtures
and it provides better separation for the IVA method at all the separation angles.
All the results shown in Figure 5.3 at all the separation angles are the average
of twelve mixtures, which improves the reliability of the results. For room B,
the SDR values drop down for both algorithms, as the room type B has the
higher reverberation time of 470 ms. It is clear form Figure 5.3 that even at the
higher reverberation time, the new mixed source prior still performs better then
the original super Gaussian source prior at the separation angles. Likewise for
room type C and D, the proposed energy driven IVA method performs better
then the original super Gaussian source prior. Also the SDR value drops down
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Figure 5.3: The graphs indicate results for different reverberant rooms. All the
SDR values (dB) were averaged over twelve mixtures at each separation angle.
Energy driven mixed source prior enhance the separation performance of the IVA
algorithm in all types of reverberant conditions.
further for room C and is worse for room D for both the algorithms. Since the
RT60 for room C and room D is 680ms and 890ms, respectively, it shows the
separation performance of the algorithm in the extremely difficult and highly
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reverberant environments. It is evident from Figure 5.3 that even in the highly
reverberant room, which provides a good indication of real life context, the new
energy driven mixed Student’s t and original super Gaussian source prior based
has better separation performance as compared to the original IVA method as in
[21].
Evaluation with Real Room Impulse Responses from Shinn [87]
Finally, the separation performance of the proposed method is tested with the
room impulse response generated by the BRIRs which were obtained from Shinn
[87]. Since it is a different room with different settings at high RT60 of 565ms,
it also provides a good evaluation of the algorithms in the real life context. For
these experiments all the speech signals were chosen randomly from the TIMIT
dataset and the length of signals was approximately five seconds. Six different
source location azimuths varying from 15 ◦ to 90 ◦ with a step of 15 ◦ relative to
the second source were used. In order to improve the reliability of the results,
all the measurements were recorded on three separate occasions. The degrees of
freedom parameter in the mixed source prior was again chosen empirically to be
four. The common parameters that were used in the experiments are mentioned
in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7: Different parameters used in experiments.
Sampling rate 8kHz
STFT frame length 1024
Reverberation time 565 ms (BRIRs)
Room dimensions 9 m x 5 m x 3.5 m
Source signal duration 5 s (TIMIT)
Degrees of freedom 4
The speech sources were convoluted into mixtures with the room impulse re-
sponses generated by BRIRs [87] and then separated by using the new energy
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driven mixed source prior based IVA method. The separation performance of the
proposed method was compared with the original super Gaussian source prior
based IVA method [21] at all the separation angles varying form (15 ◦ to 90 ◦).
The separation performance was measured objectively with SDR in dB and the
results are shown in Figure 5.4. For each separation angle, the results shown in
Figure 5.4 were averaged over eighteen different mixtures and at all the source
location azimuth. The new energy driven mixed source prior provides approxi-
mately 1dB average performance improvement for the IVA method. Figure 5.4
also shows the proposed energy driven mixed source prior can consistently achieve
better separation performance in a highly reverberant real life scenarios.
In addition to the objective measure of SDR, a subjective measure of percep-
tual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) is also used to measure the separation
performance of the algorithm. The PESQ is a commonly used measure to check
the quality of the separated signal as it compares the estimated signals with the
original signals and gives a score between 0-4.5, 0 for very poor separation and
4.5 for excellent separation. The signals were separated from mixtures by using
the energy driven mixed source prior based IVA method in the highly reverberant
real room environment with RT60 of 565ms and the PESQ scores for separated
signals were measured as shown in Table 5.8. All the PESQ scores shown in
Table 5.8 for each mixture are the average of PESQ scores for six different source
location azimuths varying from (15 ◦ to 90 ◦). The PESQ score for the proposed
energy driven source prior is compared with the PESQ score of the estimated
signals that were separated by the original IVA method and this subjective study
also confirms the improved separation performance for the IVA method with the
energy driven mixed source prior.
The final set of experiments will establish the advantage of the energy calculation
of the measure mixtures and automatically adapting the weight of distributions
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Figure 5.4: Separation performance in terms of SDR (dB) values is shown for the
energy based mixed source prior and the original IVA algorithm. All the SDR
values are averaged over eighteen mixtures to improve the reliability of results.
The energy based mixed source prior m enhance the separation performance of
IVA algorithm at all the locations in the room.
in the mixed source prior. The same set of experiments with same experimen-
tal setting were repeated for the fixed mixed source prior and the value of the
weighting parameter was set to λd = 0.5. The same set of mixtures was also
separated by using the IVA method with the Student’s t source prior, which
was also described in the Chapter 3. For all three methods, the mixtures were
created by using the room impulse response generated by the BRIRs with high
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Original Source Prior [22] Proposed Source Prior
Set-1 1.66 1.97
Set-2 2.04 2.27
Set-3 2.09 2.32
Set-4 1.92 2.11
Set-5 2.02 2.21
Table 5.8: The table shows PESQ values for IVA algorithm with two source
priors. PESQ scores are averaged over six different locations in the room.
reverberation time of 565ms. Then all three methods were used to separate the
mixtures at six different source location azimuths and the separation performance
in terms of SDR is shown in Figure 5.5. The blue and red lines show the separa-
tion performance of the Student’s t source prior based IVA and the fixed mixed
source prior based IVA method, respectively, whereas the green line represents
the separation performance of the new energy driven mixed source prior based
IVA method. It is evident from Figure 5.5 that for all the separation angles vary-
ing from (15 ◦ to 90 ◦), the proposed energy driven mixed source prior based IVA
method has the improved separation performance. Since the energy driven mixed
source prior adapts to the statistical properties of the measured mixtures, it is
well suited to model different types of speech sources and therefore it improves
the separation performance of the IVA algorithm.
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Figure 5.5: The separation performance of the IVA algorithm with three different
source prior is shown. RIRs were generated by BRIRs dataset and the SDR
values were averaged over twelve mixtures at each separation angle. The energy
based mixed source prior yields the improved sepration performance for all room
settings.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, instead of a single distribution source prior for the IVA algo-
rithm, a new mixed multivariate Student’s t and original super Gaussian source
prior was proposed for the IVA algorithm. This multivariate mixed source prior
can improve the modelling of the speech signals as the speech signals are highly
random in nature and can have high amplitude information. The Student’s t
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distribution in the mixed source prior was adopted to better model the high
amplitude information in the speech signals and at the same time the original
super Gaussian distribution was used to model the remaining information. This
mixed source prior was adopted for the IVA and the FastIVA algorithm and per-
formance improvement was recorded. The separation performance of the mixed
source prior IVA was further enhanced by adopting the ratio of distributions in the
mixed source prior according to the energy of the measured mixtures, as different
speech sources can have different statistical properties. The detailed experimental
studies in the simulated and real room environment with different reverberation
times confirmed the improved separation performance of the energy driven mixed
source prior. In the next chapter, in order to adapt to different speech sources,
a mixture model approach will be exploited and a new EM framework will be
proposed for the IVA algorithm.
Chapter 6
AN EXPECTATION
MAXIMIZATION
FRAMEWORK FOR THE IVA
ALGORITHM USING
STUDENT’S T MIXTURE
MODEL
In this chapter a new general probabilistic framework for the IVA algorithm is
introduced. The performance of the IVA algorithm depends on the choice of the
source prior to better model the speech signals. Previously, identical source pri-
ors were used in different methods, however different speech sources will generally
have different statistical properties. In this chapter, a novel IVA algorithm is in-
troduced which can adapt to the statistical properties of different speech sources
and efficiently separate different types of speech signals. In order to make the
IVA algorithm robust to different speech mixtures, instead of identical source pri-
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ors, different Student’s t mixture models are introduced as source priors. These
flexible Student’s t mixture models can adapt to the statistical properties of dif-
ferent speech signals and thereby enhance the separation performance of the IVA
algorithm. The unknown parameters of the source prior and unmixing matrices
are estimated together by deriving an efficient expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm. As a result of the proposed EM framework for the IVA method, the
algorithm can adjust according to the statistical properties of the speech sources.
Useful improvement in the separation performance in realistic scenarios is con-
firmed by simulation studies on real datasets.
6.1 Introduction
The process of human speech production is really complex [1] and the human
speech signal is non-stationary in nature. Human speech is difficult to model
because there can be wide variations in human speech [10]. The properties of
natural speech varies from person-to-person and depend on which language is
being spoken as the pronunciation rates and phonemes can be totally different in
different parts of the world. Also recorded speech is dependent on variations in
room acoustics and microphone characteristics e.g. different rooms will have dif-
ferent reverberation effects and different microphones will have variable frequency
responses [4]. All of these factors can change the observed human speech signal
and thereby different speech signals generally have different statistical properties.
Therefore it is important that the BSS algorithms adapt their statistical structure
according to the characteristics of the observed speech signals.
As discussed earlier in Chapter 2, the IVA algorithm preserves the interfrequency
dependency between the individual sources in the frequency domain. The IVA
method uses the score function and its form is crucial to the performance of the
IVA algorithm [22]. The score function is derived by statistical modelling of the
speech sources by selecting an appropriate source prior. Speech signals are often
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characterized with fixed statistical models. In the original IVA [21] method all
the speech sources were modelled by the identical multivariate Laplacian distri-
butions. Different sources can have different statistical properties and modelling
all the sources with identical distribution may not be the most appropriate solu-
tion. Therefore in this chapter, a Student’s t mixture model (SMM) is adopted
as a source prior for the IVA algorithm, instead of the conventional identical mul-
tivariate distributions. The probability density function (pdf) of the SMM has
heavier tails as compared to the Gaussian mixture models and therefore it can
model outliers in the data [75]. As human speech is highly random, the spread
of samples can be very wide and the Student’s t distribution, due to its heavier
tails, can model it more accurately. Therefore, the high amplitude information
in human speech can generally be modelled more accurately by using the SMMs.
The new framework of the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is imple-
mented efficiently within the proposed IVA algorithm to estimate the unmixing
matrices. The EM algorithm is a two steps iterative approach which efficiently
estimates the unknown parameters of source prior and unmixing matrices. The
EM method overcomes non-analytically solvable problems and it has been com-
monly used in the field of statistics, pattern recognition, signal processing and
machine learning [90]. By using SMMs as the source prior and implementing the
new framework of EM, the proposed IVA algorithm shows performance improve-
ment when compared with previous approaches [21]. The detailed EM framework
for the IVA algorithm is derived in the following sections.
6.2 Independent Vector Analysis
Previously, in IVA method, speech signals have been modelled with various su-
perGaussian distributions, e.g. the Laplacian distribution [21] or generalized
Gaussian distribution [95] but speech signals can have very high and low ampli-
tudes and the Laplacian distribution may not be able to accurately model the
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high amplitudes in the speech signals [70]. Therefore, the Student’s t distribu-
tion is adopted to model the speech signals. The Student’s t distribution due to
its heavy tail nature can better model the information in the outliers [70]. The
multivariate Student’s t distribution is introduced in Chapter 4 which is defined
as follows:
A K-dimensional random separated source vector s = (s(1), . . . , s(K))T can have
a K-variate t distribution with degree of freedom ν, precision matrix Λ and mean
µ, if its joint pdf is given by [70]:
St(s|µ,Λ, ν) = Γ(
ν+d
2
)|Λ|1/2√
νpiΓ(ν
2
)
(
1 +
(s− µ)TΛ(s− µ)
ν
)− ν+d
2
(6.1)
In the joint pdf of the Student’s t distribution, the leptokurtic nature and the
variance of distribution can be adjusted by tuning the degrees of freedom parame-
ter ν [72]. When the ν is set to a lower value, the tails of the distribution becomes
heavier and if ν is increased to infinity, the Student’s t distribution tends to a
Gaussian distribution [75]. Since different sources can have different statistical
properties, so instead of using identical Student’s t source prior for all sources,
the Student’s t mixture model (SMM) is adopted as a source prior in this work.
By adopting the SMM as a source prior, different speech sources can be modelled
with different SMMs thereby enabling the IVA method to adapt to the statistical
properties of different types of signals. Assuming the sources are statistically
independent, for a 2 x 2 case, an SMM can be represented as:
p(s(1) · · · s(K)) =
2∏
i=1
p(si(1) · · · si(K))
p(si(1) · · · si(K)) =
∑
qi
p(qi)
∏
k
St(si(k)|µi(k),Λi(k))
(6.2)
where qi is the weight of the mixture component of the SMM source prior for
source i and K represents the total number of frequency bins in the multivariate
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model. The precision matrix Λ is defined as the inverse of the covariance matrix
and its ik − th element satisfies 1/Λi(k) = E{| si(k) |2qi}. With appropriate
normalisation and zero mean assumption, the Student’s t distribution can be
written as:
St(si(k)|0,Λi(k)) = Λi(k)
pi
(
1 +
Λi(k)| si(k) |2
ν
)− ν+d
2
(6.3)
When the vector of frequency components is considered from the same source i,
the interdependency between these frequency components is preserved whereas
the vectors that originate from different sources are independent of each other.
Therefore by adopting this interfrequency dependency model, the IVA method
prevents the permutation problem that is inherent to most BSS methods [12].
In the IVA algorithm, the scaling of mixture signal x(k) and mixing matrix A(k)
cannot be determined by the separated source signals s(k), therefore observations
are prewhitened. Because of the prewhitening process, both the mixing A(k) and
the unmixing matrix W(k) are unitary matrices. In this work, the 2 x 2 case
has been considered, so the Cayley Klein parameterizations [103] for the unitary
matrix W(k) is as follows:
W(k) =
 ak bk
−b∗k a∗k
 ∴ |W(k)|= aka∗k + bkb∗k = 1 (6.4)
In the next section, the maximum likelihood estimate is derived for the IVA
algorithm.
6.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimation of SMM
The maximum likelihood estimate is a well known method that is usually used to
estimate the mixture parameters. Based on the maximum likelihood method, the
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mixture parameters can be effectively estimated iteratively via the expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm [90]. The log likelihood function for t components
mixture of Student’s t distributions is considered and it is given as:
L(x, θ) =
t∑
i=1
log p(xi(1), · · · ,xi(K)) =
t∑
i=1
log
(∑
qi
K∏
k=1
p(xi(k)|qi)p(qi)
)
(6.5)
where θ = {Wi,Λi, p(qi)} consists of the model parameters for the log likelihood
function; p(xi(1), · · · ,xi(K)) is the PDF of the observed source mixture signals
which is a SMM as it is generated by the SMM source priors. The Wi shows
the unmixing matrix, Λi represents the precision matrix and qi = [q1, q2] is the
collective mixture index of the SMMs for source prior. In the maximum likelihood
estimation, the best fitting model helps to estimate parameters that can maximize
the log-likelihood function, which is usually performed by using the EM algorithm
[90]. Therefore the model parameters set θ = {Wi,Λi, p(qi)} can be estimated
by training the SMM and maximizing the log likelihood function by using an EM
algorithm. The detailed method for estimating the model parameters by the EM
algorithm is explained in the next section.
6.4 The Expectation Maximization Algorithm
The EM algorithm is well-matched to finding latent parameters in probabilistic
models by using an iterative optimization technique [90]. The EM algorithm is
implemented by introducing discrete random variables z(qi) which are dependent
on the observations (xi(1), · · · ,xi(K)) and the model parameter set θ. The log
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likelihood function with these variables is given by
L(x, θ) =
t∑
i=1
log
(∑
xi
K∏
k=1
p(xi(k)|qi)p(qi)
)
=
t∑
i=1
log
(∑
qi
z(qi)
∏K
k=1 p(xi(k)|qi)p(qi)
z(qi)
) (6.6)
and can be used to optimise the model parameters. In the case of an increasing
log likelihood function, a lower bound is formed on the increasing log likelihood
for the observations (xi(1), · · · ,xi(K)). So the new parameters that increase the
log likelihood function of the complete data with respect to current parameters,
can be found. Hence there is an increase in the expected log likelihood of the
complete data with respect to current parameters and it is produced by the
updated parameters. Therefore an auxiliary function can be used to represent
the expected log likelihood function. There will be a definite increase in the log
likelihood function when the auxiliary function will be optimised but it doesn’t
necessarily yield a maximum likelihood solution [90]. Therefore it is important
to iteratively calculate and maximize the auxiliary function until convergence.
Hence a local approximation is made which is the lower bound to the objective
function. By using the Jensen’s inequality [102], the lower bound for the log
likelihood function in Equation (6.6) can be calculated as follows:
L(x, θ) ≥
t∑
i=1
z(qi)log
(∏K
k=1 p(xi(k)|qi)p(qi)
z(qi)
)
= F(z, θ)
(6.7)
The EM algorithm will run until convergence and it will iteratively maximize
L(s, θ) in two steps. The first step is the expectation step in which the posterior
probability of the hidden variable F(z, θ) is calculated over z(xi) and in the second
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step, the θ is updated.
6.4.1 The Expectation Step
In the expectation step, θ is fixed and F(z, θ) is maximised over z(qi). In order to
maximise F(z, θ), the derivative of log-likelihood equation with respect to z(qi)
is calculated as follows:
∂
∂z(qi)
(L(x, θ)) =
∂
∂zi
( t∑
i=1
z(qi)log
∏K
k=1 p(xi(k)|qi)p(qi)
z(qi)
)
(6.8)
= 1.log
(∏K
k=1 p(xi(k)|qi)p(qi)
z(si)
)
+z(qi)
(
z(qi)∏K
k=1 p(xi(k)|qi)p(qi)
)(−∏Kk=1 p(xi(k)|qi)p(qi)
z(qi)
)
(6.9)
= log
(∏K
k=1 p(xi(k)|qi)p(qi)
z(qi)
)
− z(qi) (6.10)
In order to maximize θ for fixed F(z, θ), equating the above equation equal to
zero and with appropriate normalization,
z(qi) =
∏K
k=1 p(xi(k)|qi)p(qi)
p(xi(1), · · · ,xi(K)) (6.11)
Now by using x(k) = A(k)s(k),
p(si(k)|qi) = St(si(k)|0,Λi(k)) (6.12)
and the precision matrix for the 2x2 case can be written as:
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Λik = W(k)
†Φi(k)W(k); Φi(k) =
v1(k) 0
0 v2(k)
 (6.13)
As W(k) is a unitary matrix, therefore det(Λi(k)) = v1(k)v2(k) and from Equa-
tion (6.5), the function f(xi) can be defined as:
f(qi) =
∑
k
logp(xi(k)|qi) + logp(qi) (6.14)
By using Equation (6.11), function f(xi) can be rewritten as z(xi) ∝ ef(xi),
therefore:
ji =
∑
si
ef (xi);
z(xi) =
1
ji
ef (xi)
(6.15)
Next, the maximization step is considered.
6.4.2 The Maximization Step
The maximization step (M-step) the parameters θ = {Wi,Λi, p(qi)} can be esti-
mated by maximising the cost function. In this step, each parameter is estimated
separately. In the first step, the maximisation of Wi over the unitary constraint
is considered. In order to maximize the Wi, the precision matrix for 2x2 can take
the following form:
Φik =
v1(k)− v2(k) 0
0 0
+
v2(k) 0
0 v2(k)
 (6.16)
Now Equation (6.12) can be rearranged as:
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p(xi(k)|qi) = St(xi(k)|0,Λi(k)) = Λi(k)
pi
(
1 +
Λi(k)| xi(k) |2
ν
)−ν/2−d/2
(6.17)
When p(xi(k)|qi) is replaced in the log likelihood Equation (6.7), it will take the
following form:
L(x, θ) =
t∑
i=1
z(qi)log
(∏K
k=1
Λi(k)
pi
(
1 + Λi(k)|xi(k)|
2
ν
)−ν/2−d/2
p(qi)
z(qi)
)
(6.18)
=
t∑
i=1
z(qi)
{
log(
Λi(k)
pi
)(p(qi))(z(qi))
}{
log
(
1 +
Λi(k)| xik |2
ν
)−ν/2−d/2}
(6.19)
=
t∑
i=1
z(qi) {λ}
{
(−ν/2− d/2)log
(
1 +
Λi(k)| xi(k) |2
ν
)}
(6.20)
By using the log approximation log(1+a) ≈ a, where a is a small value, the above
mentioned equation can take the following form, wherein equality is assumed for
convenience.
=
t∑
i=1
z(qi) {λ}
{
(−ν/2− d/2)
(
Λi(k)| xi(k) |2
ν
)}
(6.21)
Now by replacing the value of the precision Λi(k) = W(k)
†Φi(k)W(k) in the
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above equation
=
t∑
i=1
z(qi) {λ}
{
(−ν/2− d/2)
(
xi(k)
†W(k)†ΦikW(k)xi(k)
ν
)}
(6.22)
The above equation can be rewritten by replacing the value of Φik from the
Equation (6.16) as follows:
=−
t∑
i=1
z(qi) {λ}(ν/2 + d/2)ν
(
xi(k)
†W(k)†
v1(k)− v2(k) 0
0 0
+
v2(k) 0
0 v2(k)
W(k)xi(k))

(6.23)
After appropriate manipulation and ignoring the constant terms, Equation (6.23)
takes the following form:
= −
t∑
i=1
z(qi) {λ}
(ν/2 + d/2)ν (v1(k)− v2(k))
(
xi(k)
†W(k)†
1 0
0 0
W(k)xi(k))

(6.24)
=−
t∑
i=1
z(qi) {λ}(ν/2 + d/2)ν (v1(k)− v2(k))
(
xi(k)
†W(k)†
1 0
0 0
W(k)xi(k))

+ βk(aka
∗
k + bkb
∗
k − 1)
(6.25)
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Now by replacing the value of xi(k) and W(k) for the 2 x 2 case:
=−
t∑
i=1
z(qi) {λ} (ν/2 + d/2)
ν
(
v1(k)− v2(k)
)
(x1(k) x2(k))
ak −b∗k
bk a
∗
k
1 0
0 0
 ak bk
−b∗k a∗k
x1(k)
x2(k)

+ βk(aka
∗
k + bkb
∗
k − 1)
(6.26)
After the matrix multiplication, the previous equation takes the following form:
= −
t∑
i=1
z(qi) {λ}
{
(ν/2 + d/2)
ν
(v1(k)− v2(k))(akx1(k) + bkx2(k))(akx1(k) + bkx2(k))
}
+ βk(aka
∗
k + bkb
∗
k − 1)
(6.27)
=−
t∑
i=1
z(qi) {λ}
{
(ν/2 + d/2)
ν
(v1(k)− v2(k))(akx1(k) + bkx2(k))2
}
+ βk(aka
∗
k + bkb
∗
k − 1)
(6.28)
Now by taking the derivative of above mentioned equation with respect to ak and
equating it equals to zero.
=
t∑
i=1
z(qi) {λ}
{
(ν/2 + d/2)
ν
(v1(k)− v2(k))(2(akx1(k) + bkx2(k))xi(k)†)
}
+ a∗kβk = 0
(6.29)
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t∑
i=1
z(qi) {λ}
(ν/2 + d/2)ν (v1(k)− v2(k))(xi(k) xi(k))
ak
bk
 = a∗kβk
(6.30)
Likewise, taking the derivative with respect to bk and equating it to zero
t∑
i=1
z(qi) {λ}
(ν/2 + d/2)ν (v1(k)− v2(k))(xi(k) xi(k))
ak
bk
 = b∗kβk
(6.31)
Assuming Mik =
∑t
i=1 z(si)
(ν/2+d/2)
ν
(v1(k)−v2(k))xi(k)xi(k)† and by using Equa-
tions (6.30) and (6.31):
Mik
a∗k
b∗k
 = βk
a∗k
b∗k
 (6.32)
where vector (ak, bk)
† is the eigenvector of Mik with the smaller eigenvalue. This
can be found by replacing Mik in Equation (6.25) and taking trace of the equation:
−Tr
Mik
a∗k
b∗k
(ak bk)†
 = βk (6.33)
where Tr(x) denotes the trace of the matrix. Whereas the eigenvectors associ-
ated with the smaller eigenvalues will give the higher value of the cost function.
Therefore (ak, bk)
† is the eigenvector of Mik with the smaller eigenvalue. In order
to calculate the eigenvalues associated with the Mik for the 2 x 2 case, Mik can
be written as:
Mik =
M11 M12
M21 M22
 (6.34)
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where M11, M22 are real and M21 = M
∗
12, because Mik is Hermitian. Eigenvalues
in this case can be calculated as:
det(A− λI) = 0 (6.35)
det

M11 − λ M12
M21 M22 − λ
 = 0 (6.36)
(M11 − λ)(M22 − λ)− (M12)(M21) = 0 (6.37)
Since the above equation is a quadratic equation, therefore the quadratic formula
can be used to find the eigenvalues which are M11+M22
2
±
√
(M11−M222
4
+ |M12|2, so
the smaller eigenvalue can be written as:
βk =
M11 +M22
2
−
√
(M11 −M222
4
+ |M12|2 (6.38)
From the eigen value the corresponding eigenvector can be calculated, which is
as follows: a∗k
b∗k
 = 1√
1 + (βk−M11
M12
)2
 1
βk−M11
M12
 (6.39)
Since the unmixing matrix Wi(k) =
 ak bk
−b∗k a∗k
, so it can be estimated by using
the above mentioned analytical solution. It is an efficient method to estimate the
unmixing matrix as it avoids the matrix calculations.
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The model parameters θ = {W(k),Λ(k), p(qi)} are estimated by maximizing the
log likelihood function. Therefore, now F(z, θ) will be maximized over ΛiK . In
order to estimate Λi(k), p(xi(k)|qi) can be replaced in Equation (6.7) as follows:
L(x, θ) =
t∑
i=1
z(qi)log

∏K
k=1
|Λi(k)|
pi
(
1 + xi(k)
†Λi(k)xi(k)
ν
)−ν/2−d/2
p(qi)
z(qi)
 (6.40)
After appropriate manipulation and ignoring the constant terms, the above equa-
tion will take the following form.
=
t∑
i=1
z(qi)
{
log(
|Λi(k)|
pi
) +
{
log
(
1 +
xi(k)
†Λi(k)xi(k)
ν
)−ν/2−d/2}}
(6.41)
=
t∑
i=1
z(qi)
{
log(
|Λi(k)|
pi
) +
{
(−ν/2− d/2)log
(
1 +
xi(k)
†Λi(k)xi(k)
ν
)}}
(6.42)
Again, by using the log approximation log(1 + a) ≈ a, where a is a small value,
the above equation can take the following form, wherein equality is consider for
convenience.
=
t∑
i=1
z(qi)
{
log
(
|Λi(k)|
pi
)
+
{
(−ν/2− d/2)
(
xi(k)
†Λi(k)xi(k)
ν
)}}
(6.43)
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By replacing the value of Λi(k) in the Equation (6.43), it will take the following
form:
=
t∑
i=1
z(qi){
log
(
|W(k)†Φi(k)W(k)|
pi
)
+
{
(−ν/2− d/2)
(
xi(k)
†W(k)†Φi(k)W(k)xi(k)
ν
)}}
(6.44)
Now in order to maximize it over the precision Λik, the derivative of the Equa-
tion(6.44) with respect to vk1 is taken to yield
=
t∑
i=1
z(qi)
{(
1
v1(k)
)
−
{
(−ν/2− d/2)
ν
(
xi(k)
†W(k)†W(k)xi(k)
)}}
(6.45)
Therefore,
1
vikj=r
=
(−ν/2− d/2
ν
) [∑t
i=1 z(qij=r)(xi(k)
†W(k)†W(k)xi(k))
]
jj∑t
i=1 z(qi=jr)
(6.46)
where [.]jj denotes the (j, j) element of the matrix. So F(z, θ) over Λi using the
above mentioned solution.
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Now, maximisation of F(z, θ) over p(qi) is performed. The lower bound of the log
likelihood equation is:
F(z, θ) =
t∑
i=1
z(qi)log
(∏K
k=1 p(xi(k)|qi)p(qi)
z(qi)
)
(6.47)
If qi can take s possible states, p(qt) = r has to satisfy
∑
r p(qi = r) = 1. So
p(qt) = r doesn’t have s degrees of freedom instead it has q − 1 free parameters.
So, the Lagrange multiplier is used in this case. Therefore the cost function can
be described as:
t∑
i=1
z(qi)log
(
p(xi(k)|xi)p(qi)
z(qi)
)
+ β
(
1−
t∑
i=1
(p(qi = r))
)
(6.48)
Now taking the derivative of the above mentioned equation with respect to p(qi =
r) and equating it to zero
t∑
i=1
z(qi = r)
( 1
p(qi = r)
)
− β = 0 (6.49)
p(qi = r) =
∑t
i=1 z(qi = r)
β
(6.50)
Now p(qi = r) = 1 and
∑t
i=1 z(qi = r) = 1, therefore the above equation can be
rewritten as:
1 =
∑t
i=1
β
⇒ 1 = t
β
⇒ β = t (6.51)
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Hence,
p(qi = r) =
∑t
i=1 z(qi = r)
t
(6.52)
Hence the weighting parameter can be calculated by using the above mentioned
equation. It can be seen that the EM algorithm effectively estimates all the model
parameters θ = {Wi,Λi, p(qi)}. The E-step updates the z(qi), while the M-steps
effectively estimates the model parameters. In the EM algorithm the degrees of
freedom parameter ν is fixed in advance for all the sources, then the M-step exists
in the close form. The value for degrees of freedom can be estimated empirically
for different source signals. The complete EM algorithm for the IVA algorithm
by using the Student’s t mixtures model is summarized as follows.
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Require: Given a Student’s t mixture model, the aim is to maximize the log
likelihood function with respect to the parameters θ = {Wi,Λi, p(qi)}.
1: Initialize the model parameters, the unmixing matrix Wi, the precision Λi
and the weight coefficients p(qi) and evaluate the initial value of the log
likelihood.
2: Expectation Step: Evaluate the probabilities using the current parameter
values
z(xi) =
∏K
k=1 p(xi(k)|qi)p(qi)
p(xi(1), · · · , xi(K)) (6.53)
3: Maximization Step: Using the current probabilities, re-estimate the
parameters
• Coefficient of the unmixing matrices Wi are estimated by:(
a∗k
b∗k
)
=
1√
1 + (βk−M11
M12
)2
(
1
βk−M11
M12
)
(6.54)
• Coefficients of the precision matrix Λi are estimated by
1
vikj=r
=
(−ν/2− d/2
ν
) [∑t
i=1 z(xij=r)(xi(k)
†W(k)†W(k)xi(k)
]
jj∑t
i=1 z(xi=jr)
(6.55)
• The weighting coefficients can be estimated as
p(qi = r) =
∑t
i=1 z(qi = r)
t
(6.56)
4: Evaluate the log likelihood
L(x, θ) =
t∑
i=1
log
(∑
xi
K∏
k=1
p(xi(k)|qi)p(qi)
)
(6.57)
and check for convergence of the log likelihood function, if the criterion for
convergence is not fulfilled, return to step 2.
Algorithm 1: EM algorithm for Student’s t Mixtures
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The separation performance of this EM framework for the IVA method will be
evaluated in the next section.
6.5 Experiments and Results
In this section, the separation performance of the EM framework for the IVA
algorithm will be tested in three different experimental setups. Firstly the new
framework for the IVA algorithm will be tested in simulated environment and
then its separation performance will also be tested in real RIRs, which can depict
the performance of the proposed method in realistic scenarios. The results from
all three sets of experiment for the proposed algorithm will be compared with the
original IVA algorithm with different source priors.
6.5.1 Simulations with the Image Method
Table 6.1: Summary of parameters used in experiments.
Sampling rate 8kHz
STFT frame length 1024
Reverberation time 200 ms
Room dimensions 7 m x 5 m x 3 m
Source signal duration 4 s (TIMIT)
Room impulse responses Image method
Objective measure Signal to Distortion Ratio (SDR)
Firstly the proposed method will be tested with RIRs that were generated by
using the image method. The speech signals were selected randomly form the
whole of TIMIT dataset [79] and the length of speech signals were approximately
4 seconds. A 2 x 2 case was considered and the room has the RT60 = 200ms and
it provides a good setup for comparing the evaluation the separation performance
of different algorithms. The position of microphones in the room were set to [3.44,
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2.50, 1.50] and [3.48, 2.50, 1.50] with azimuth angles of 60◦ and 30◦, respectively
with reference to the normal of the microphone position. The STFT length is 1024
and sampling frequency is 8kHz. The separation performance of the algorithm
was evaluated with the objective measure of SDR [77]. The common parameters
used in these experiments are summarised in Table 6.1.
Table 6.2: SDR (dB) values for different source priors for the IVA method with
image room impulse response [84]. The SMM source prior shows improvement
for all mixtures.
Original super Gaussian [21] Student’s t [76] SMM source prior
Set-1 9.09 9.84 10.27
Set-2 8.98 9.72 10.24
Set-3 9.26 10.11 10.87
Set-4 9.02 9.95 10.49
Set-5 9.53 10.21 10.62
Set-6 9.51 10.14 10.74
Set-7 8.91 9.67 10.09
Set-8 9.86 10.48 11.05
Set-9 9.94 10.66 11.24
Set-10 10.02 10.56 10.97
The speech signals were convolved into mixtures in the above mentioned room
settings. These speech mixtures were then separated by using the SMM source
prior based IVA method and the separation results for different mixtures were
compared with the separation performance of the original IVA method with the
original super Gaussian source prior [21] and also with the IVA method with
Student’s t source prior [76] and the results are shown in Table 6.2 and all the
values shown for SDR are in dB. For each mixture SDR performance shown in
the Table 6.2 is the average of two speech signals. It is evident from the Table
6.2 that the SMM is adopted as a source prior, the average SDR improvement
is approximately 1.1 dB for all the mixtures as compared to the original super
Gaussian source prior for the IVA method.
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Table 6.3: Comparison between SMM and GMM source prior for the EM frame-
work IVA algorithm with Imaging method [84]. Proposed SMM source prior for
the EM framework IVA has better separation performance for all the mixtures.
GMM source prior [100] SMM source prior
Set-1 9.91 10.34
Set-2 9.28 9.62
Set-3 10.32 10.71
Set-4 10.04 10.45
Set-5 9.93 10.27
Set-6 9.42 9.84
Set-7 10.19 10.57
Set-8 9.56 10.05
Set-9 9.84 10.26
Set-10 10.02 10.39
It is evident from Table 6.2 that the SMM source prior based IVA algorithm
enhance the separation performance of the IVA method with single distribution
source prior such as the Student’s t distribution and also the original super Gaus-
sian. Therefore to further investigate the separation performance of the SMM
source prior for the IVA algorithm, its separation results are compared with the
other mixture model source prior such as Gaussian mixture model [100]. The
same experimental settings were used for this experiment. Same room of size 7 x
5 x 3m3 with RT60 of 200ms was used. The two speech sources were positioned
at [4.6, 3.25, 1.5] and [2.7, 3.8, 1.5] respectively. Then the new IVA algorithm
with SMM as source prior and the IVA algorithm with GMM as source prior was
implemented to separate the speech mixtures. The separation performance of
both source priors is shown in Table 6.3. Again, all the SDR (dB) values shown
in table are the average of SDR for two separated signals. It is clear from Table
6.3 that when SMM is used as source prior for the IVA technique, it consistently
shows the better separation performance, as it improves the separation perfor-
mance by approximately 0.4 dB when compared with with other mixture models
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i.e. GMM, as a source prior for the IVA method.
6.5.2 Simulations with Real RIRs
In the second set of experiments, the proposed framework of EM algorithm for the
IVA method is tested with real RIRs. These real RIRs were obtained from [88]
and these are recorded in different rooms with different acoustic properties. Three
different room types (A, B,D) have been used with RT60 of 320ms, 470ms and
890ms, respectively. By using these RIRs the proposed method can be tested
with the range of reverberation time. Therefore, these simulations show the
performance of the proposed algorithm in real life scenarios as the RT60 can vary
drastically in realistic environments. There are source location azimuth angles
available which are ranging from (15◦ to 90◦) relative to the second source.
Firstly, the proposed algorithm is tested in the Room A, which is a typical medium
sized office and it has the RT60 of 320ms, which is relatively small for a medium
size office. In the experiments two speech signals are randomly chosen from the
whole of TIMIT dataset and the source location azimuth angles are set to be
from (15◦ to 90◦ with a step of 15◦). The mixed sources are separated by using
the proposed IVA method with SMM source prior and the separation perfor-
mance in terms of SDR is compared with the IVA using the identical Student’s t
source prior [76] and also with the original super Gaussian source prior based IVA
method [21]. The separation performance for both methods is evaluated for six
different angles varying from (15◦ to 90◦ with a step of 15◦). At all the angles sep-
aration performance is averaged over six different speech mixture and the results
are presented in Figure 6.1. It is evident from Figure 6.1 that when proposed
algorithm is used to separate the mixtures and the performance is compared with
identical distribution source prior for the IVA, it consistently has a better sepa-
ration performance at all the selected azimuths angles and approximately 1.1dB
of improvement in SDR values is recorded at all the angles as compared to the
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between original IVA with original super Gaussian source
prior, Student’s t source prior and EM framework IVA with SMM source prior for
Room-A (RT60 = 320ms). The separation performance at each angle is averaged
over six different speech mixtures. The proposed mixture model IVA perform
better then single Student’s t distribution at all the separation angles
original IVA method [21].
In order to evaluate the separation performance of the proposed algorithm in
changing realistic scenarios, it is further tested in the Room B. It is a medium
size class room which has RT60 of 470ms, which is a highly reverberant room
environment and therefore, it presents a good estimate of the separation perfor-
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mance of the algorithm in realistic environment. Again, all the speech signals
are randomly chosen from whole of the TIMIT dataset. In this room, same ex-
perimental settings were used as in case of Room A and the speech sources were
separated at six different azimuth angles varying from (15◦ to 90◦ with a step of
15◦).
Figure 6.2: Comparison between original IVA with Student’s t source prior and
EM framework IVA with SMM source prior for Room-B (RT60 = 470ms). The
separation performance at each angle is averaged over six different speech mix-
tures. The proposed mixture model IVA perform better then single Student’s t
distribution at all the separation angles.
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The separation performance in terms of SDR of both methods for six different
azimuth angles is showed in Figure 6.2. In order to enhance the reliability of
the results, at all the angles separation performance shown is the average of six
different speech mixtures for all methods. The value of SDR increases as the angle
between the sources is increased from 15◦ to 90◦. In comparison with Room A,
the overall SDR values are decreased for all the angles because of the high RT60
of Room B. From Figure 6.2, it is evident that the EM framework IVA with SMM
source prior perform better than the identical source priors for the original IVA
method at all separation angles in highly reverberant real room environment.
Finally, the separation performance of the proposed EM framework for the IVA
method is evaluated in a highly reverberant realistic environment that can de-
pict the performance of the algorithm in the real life scenarios. For the highly
reverberant environment, Room D was used which is a medium size seminar and
presentation hall with a very high ceiling. The RT60 for this seminar hall is
890ms, which is high reverberation time and therefore it provides a good insight
into algorithm’s performance in a extremely difficult real life situations.
The experimental setup in this highly reverberant room D is similar to previous
two rooms. Again, two speech signals were randomly chosen from the whole
of TIMIT database each time and they were convolved in room D with high
RT60 of 890ms. Experiments were performed by varying the azimuth angle of
the source location relative to microphone location by 15◦ from 15◦ to 90◦. The
mixtures were separated with the IVA method with different source priors and the
separation performance in terms of SDR for all methods is shown in Figure 6.3 for
all six angles varying from 15◦ to 90◦. As the angle between the sources increased,
the separation performance is improved. The SDR values in room D is lower in
comparison SDR values for Room-A and Room-B, it is mainly because the RT60
for Room D is really high as compared to the other two rooms. Also, it is evident
from the Figure 6.3 that even in highly reverberant environment the IVA method
with SMM source prior performs better than the identical distribution source
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Figure 6.3: Comparison between Original IVA with Student’s t source prior and
EM framework IVA with SMM source prior for Room-D (RT60 = 890ms). The
separation performance at each angle is averaged over six different speech mix-
tures. The proposed mixture model IVA perform better then single Student’s t
distribution at all the separation angles..
priors for the original IVA with Student’s t source prior at all the separation
angles.
The separation performance of the proposed EM framework for the IVA algorithm
with SMMs as a source prior is also compared with the IVA algorithm with GMM
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as a source prior. Since the mixture model is adapted as a source prior for the IVA
algorithm, the comparison with other mixture models i.e. GMM can provide the
better understanding of the separation performance of the proposed source prior.
Therefore the same experimental settings for Room A, B and D are used as in
previous case and speech signals are randomly chosen from TIMT dataset. Firstly,
experiments are performed in room A, which has RT60 of 320ms and it is repeated
for six different source location varying from 15◦ to 90◦. Similarly the same
experimental setup is used for room B with RT60 of 470ms and for room D with
RT60 of 890ms. In all the rooms mixtures are separated by using EM framework
IVA with both SMM and GMM source priors and the separation performance
in terms of SDR is compared with the proposed method at six different source
azimuth angles varying from 15◦ to 90◦. All the SDR values at all the angles are
the average of separation performance of six different mixtures. The separation
performance of both methods for all three rooms with the range of RT60 is shown
is Figure 6.4 and it is evident that the IVA method with SMM as a source prior
has better separation performance then IVA with GMM as a source prior.
6.5.3 Simulations with Binaural Room Impulse Responses
The proposed algorithm is further tested with binaural room impulse response
(BRIRs) obtained from [87]. These BRIRs are recorded in a real classroom which
roughly has dimensions of 5 x 9 x 3.5m3. The six source location azimuths
(15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦) to the right of listener were used for the experimenta-
tion. Also distance between the source were changed three times (0.15, 0.40 and 1
m). The measurements for the BRIRs are taken at four different listener locations
(back, ear, corner and center) and the distance between the floor and ears was
approximately 1.50m. In these experiments only center location is used and the
RT60 at the center location for the classroom was 565ms. All the measurements
are repeated at three different occasions by taking down the equipment and re-
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between EM framework IVA with SMM and GMM source
prior for three different rooms (Room-A, Room-B, Room-D ). The separation
performance at each angle is averaged over six different speech mixtures. The
EM framework IVA algorithm with proposed SMM source prior perform better
then GMM source prior at all the separation angles.
assembled which improves the reliability of the measurements. Therefore these
BRIRs has been used in the experiments as they are reliable and also provide
the accurate estimate of the separation performance of the BSS algorithms in the
highly reverberant room environment. A summary of different parameters used
in this set of experiments is given in Table 6.4.
The 2 x 2 case was considered for the experiments and speech signals were ran-
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Table 6.4: Summary of parameters used in experiments.
Sampling rate 8kHz
STFT frame length 1024
Velocity of sound 343 m/s
Reverberation time 565 ms (BRIRs)
Room dimensions 9 m x 5 m x 3.5 m
Source signal duration 3.5 s (TIMIT)
domly chosen from the whole TIMIT dataset and mixtures were created by using
BRIRs. The length of the speech signals were approximately four seconds. The
speech signals were then separated from the mixtures by using the proposed EM
framework for the IVA algorithm with SMM as source prior. The separation per-
formance of the proposed algorithm is compared with the separation performance
of the IVA with GMM as source prior for the IVA algorithm. It provides a good
estimate for the separation performance of the proposed algorithm and source
prior as comparison is drawn with mixture model source priors. The separation
performance in terms of SDR is shown in Figure 6.5 for the six different source
location (15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦). All the experiments are repeated three times
and at each source location six different speech mixtures are separated. In order
to improve the reliability of results shown in Figure 6.5, all the SDR values are
the averaged of separation performance of the algorithms over eighteen different
speech mixture.
From Figure 6.5 it is evident that when SMM is used as a source prior for the
IVA algorithm it performs better as compared with the GMM as a source prior.
Since speech signals are highly non-stationary in nature and there can be many
useful samples in outliers which might not be properly modelled with the Gaussian
mixtures but Student’s t mixtures because of its heavy tails can model the outliers
information and therefore enhance the separation results of the IVA method.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison between SMM source prior and GMM source prior for
the EM framework IVA algorithm with BRIRs (RT60 = 565ms). The separation
performance at each angle is averaged over eighteen different speech mixtures.
The IVA algorithm with proposed mixture model Student’s t source prior perform
better at all the separation angles then the GMM source prior.
When SMM is adopted as a source prior for the IVA method, at all the source
location azimuths it improves the average separation performance for the IVA
method by approximately by 0.4dB, as shown in Figure 6.5.
Furthermore,the separation performance is evaluated with the subjective measure
of PESQ. This subjective measure compare original signals and separated signals
and gives a score from 0 to 4.5, 0 for the poor separation performance and 4.5
being the excellent separation performance. This measure therefore provides a
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good estimate about the similarity between the original and separated sources.
So the speech mixtures made with BRIRs are separated with the proposed SMM
source prior for the EM framework IVA and also with the GMM source prior IVA
and the PESQ score is calculated for both the methods. The PESQ score for the
IVA method with both source priors is shown in Table 6.5 and the IVA method
with SMM source prior consistently has the better PESQ score as compared with
the GMM source prior for the IVA algorithm. Therefore it is evident from the
table that when SMM is adapted as a source prior, it improves the separation
performance for the IVA method.
Table 6.5: PESQ score for GMM and SMM source prior for the IVA algorithm.
PESQ score shown is the average over six different locations in the room. SMM
source prior for the IVA algorithm provides the better estimate of source signals.
GMM Source Prior SMM Source Prior
Set-1 1.85 2.02
Set-2 1.98 2.11
Set-3 1.96 2.13
Set-4 2.02 2.19
Set-5 1.93 2.14
Set-6 2.08 2.21
Finally, the separation performance of the proposed EM framework for the IVA
method with SMM as source prior is compared with original IVA with identical
source priors. BRIRs with RT60 of 565ms are used to evaluate the algorithms in
highly reverberant environment that can depict the performance of the algorithms
in the realistic scenarios. Same experimental settings are used as in first experi-
ments and the source location is varied six times from (15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦).
All the measurements are repeated three times and six different speech mixtures
are separated at each angle by using IVA method with SMM as source prior and
the results are compared with the separation performance of IVA method with
multivariate Student’s t distribution as source prior, the IVA method with orig-
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inal multivariate super Gaussian source prior and also with IVA method with
the mixed Student’s t and original super Gaussian source prior. This provides
an overall comparison of the separation performance of different source prior and
the framework for the IVA method. The results in terms of SDR (dB) for six
different source location are shown in figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: Comparison between different source priors for the IVA algorithm for
BRIRs (RT60 = 565ms). The separation performance at each angle is averaged
over eighteen different speech mixtures. The IVA algorithm with proposed mix-
ture model Student’s t source prior perform better at all the separation angles in
comparison to identical source prior for all the sources.
It is evident from Figure 6.6 that the mixture model source prior performs bet-
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ter then the identical distribution source prior at all the source locations. Since
different speech sources can have different statistical properties and the mixture
model such as SMM source prior can model different sources with different Stu-
dent’s t distribution in the mixture model while identical source prior model all
the sources with the identical distribution and therefore there separation perfor-
mance suffers as compared to the mixture model source priors.
6.6 Summary
This chapter presented the EM framework for the IVA method that uses the
mixture of Student’s t distribution as a source prior in order to better model
the different statistical properties in different speech sources. The mixture of
Student’s t source prior made use of the heavy tails nature of the Student’s t dis-
tribution to effectively model the high amplitude information in the speech signal.
The complete EM framework was derived efficiently to estimate the model param-
eters for the IVA method. The separation performance for the proposed method
was tested with image room impulse method and it confirms the advantage of
using the proposed framework for the IVA method. Further experiments were
conducted in real room environments with different reverberation times. All the
experiments with real room recordings confirmed that the proposed EM frame-
work for the IVA algorithm that make use of the SMM source prior improves the
separation performance even in highly reverberant real room environments.
Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK
This study focused upon enhancing the performance of the independent vector
analysis algorithm for separating multiple speech sources from their reverberant
mixtures in a real room environment. Humans are proficient at selectively focus-
ing on sound of interest in the presence of multiple sound sources. In contrast,
machines usually struggle to mimic this particular human ability. The perfor-
mance of current source separation techniques is limited as well. Therefore the
work in this thesis was aimed at improving the separation performance of the
independent vector analysis algorithm in real room environments.
7.1 Conclusions
The contributions of this work satisfy the three research objectives specified in
the introduction chapter. The first contribution is to improve the separation
performance and the convergence speed of the IVA algorithm by exploiting a
new multivariate Student’s t source prior to preserve the inter-frequency depen-
dency within the frequency domain signals. The second contribution is using
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the combined distribution model to improve the source prior of the IVA method
and utilise the energy of the mixture signals to automatically adapt the mixing
parameter of the combined source prior. The third contribution is deriving the
expectation-maximization framework for the IVA algorithm which can explicitly
adapt according to the measured speech signal and improve the separation per-
formance of the IVA algorithm. The details of the contributions and background
information are as follows:
Fundamental information and background for convolutive BSS is introduced in
Chapter 2. This chapter also discussed the need to conduct the processing in the
frequency domain, which initiates the bin-wise permutation problem that is an
implicit problem of the frequency domain ICA algorithm. Moreover, Chapter 2
also examined the natural gradient IVA algorithm and the fast fixed point IVA
algorithm. The complete derivation of both IVA algorithms was included and the
choice of the source prior was discussed for the original IVA algorithm and the
Fast IVA algorithm.
In Chapter 3, different experimental setups were discussed in the detail. The data
sets for the generation of real room impulse responses were introduced. More-
over, different objective and subjective performance measures were introduced to
evaluate the separation performance of different algorithms.
In Chapter 4, a new multivariate Student’s t source prior was proposed for the
original IVA and the FastIVA algorithm. The source prior for the IVA method is
imperative to the performance of the algorithm as the non-linear score function
is used to retain the inter-frequency dependency derived based on the PDF of
the source. Speech signals are highly non stationary in nature and many useful
samples in speech signals can be of high amplitude. The Student’s t distribution
was adopted to model the speech signals, since the Student’s t distribution has
heavier tails and it can better model the information in high amplitude data
points. Therefore the Student’s t source prior better models the dependency
structure in the frequency domain speech signals and improves the separation
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performance and the convergence speed of the IVA and the FastIVA algorithm.
The separation performance of the IVA and the FastIVA algorithm with the
Student’s t source prior was tested in both the simulated and the real reverberant
room environments and the improved averaged separation performance of 0.90 dB
was recorded. Also, the faster convergence speed was confirmed for the FastIVA
algorithm when the results were compared with the original FastIVA algorithm.
Chapter 5 introduced a mixed multivariate Student’s t and original multivariate
super Gaussian source prior for the IVA algorithms. In the mixed multivariate
source prior, the Student’s t distribution was adopted to better model the high
amplitude information in the speech signals and at the same time the original
super Gaussian distribution was used to model the remaining information. In the
mixed source prior equal weightage was assigned to both the distributions and
experiments were performed with real room impulses; and the performance im-
provement was recorded when compared with the original IVA and the FastIVA
method. The average improvement in the separation performance was approxi-
mately 1 dB. The separation performance of the mixed source prior was further
enhanced by adopting the ratio of distributions in the mixed source prior accord-
ing to the normalised energy of the measured mixtures in the frequency domain
blocks, as different speech sources can have different statistical properties. The
complete frequency bins were divided into smaller non overlapping blocks and
then the normalised energy was calculated for each block as different frequency
ranges can have different energy. The weightage of distributions in the mixed
source prior was then adapted according to the energy of a particular block. The
new energy driven mixed source prior for the IVA algorithm was evaluated in
different reverberant environments and it further improved the separation perfor-
mance by 1.2 dB when compared with the original IVA algorithm.
A new expectation maximization framework for the IVA algorithm was efficiently
derived in Chapter 6. Instead of a conventional identical multivariate distribution,
a new multivariate Student’s t mixture model was adopted as a source prior
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for the IVA method. The SMM was able to better model the different speech
sources as different sources can have distinctive statistical properties and the
SMMs can adapt according to the statistical properties of different sources. Also,
by using the SMM as the source prior for the IVA algorithm had the advantage
of modelling the high amplitude data points more efficiently. In order to estimate
the unmixing matrix, an efficient EM algorithm was implemented for the IVA
algorithm and then the new framework was tested in different real reverberant
room environments. The separation performance of the EM based IVA algorithm
with SMM as the source prior was compared with the original IVA algorithm
with different source prior and the proposed method improved the separation
performance of algorithm for all the reverberant room environments.
All algorithms described in the main body of this thesis deal with real reverberant
room environments. Therefore in this respect, this thesis can serve as a stepping
stone for future researchers to expend on the ideas and improve the solution of
the machine cocktail party problem.
7.2 Future Work
The techniques proposed in this thesis could be expanded in a number of potential
ways and different directions can be explored.
In this thesis, the number of frequency bins are consider to be similar to the
length of the room impulse response, unless otherwise stated (1024). This num-
ber for frequency bins is chosen for the IVA algorithm to cultivate a good SDR
performance. In future work, it is possible to explore the methods to reduce the
number of frequency bins for the IVA algorithm, whilst maintaining a reasonable
SDR separation performance. As by reducing the number of frequency bins for
the IVA algorithm, computational complexity can be cut down and convergence
speed of the algorithm can be increased. Chapter 4 improves the convergence
speed of the IVA algorithm, however convergence speed of the algorithm needs
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to increase significantly in order to implement the IVA algorithm in real time
applications.
Since the separation performance of the IVA algorithm deteriorates with the in-
crease in the reverberation time of any particular room environment. So one of
the directions for further work is to investigate different dereverberation methods
that can be used in conjunction with the IVA algorithm to alleviate the problem.
One of the methods used for dereverberation is beamforming, which is widely
used in speech processing. It can be used as a pre-processing step for the IVA
method in order to dereverberate the speech signals. Some other methods used
for dereverberation of speech signals include the linear prediction technique. Nu-
merous other methods have been proposed as a potential solution for this problem
[106–110]. Most of these methods are developed for the one source case, while in
the cocktail party problem, the minimum number of sources is two, which makes
the implementation of these methods difficult. So further studies can be devoted
to achieve a combined model which can use the dereverberation methods as a pre-
processing stage for the IVA algorithm and can potentially improve the separation
performance of the IVA algorithm in a highly reverberant environment.
Finally, future work can be focused on investigating the speech signals and choos-
ing the dependency structures that can further improve the modelling of the
speech signals. As the IVA method relies heavily on choosing an appropriate
source prior so future research can be conducted on further improving the depen-
dency model which can potentially improve the separation performance of the
IVA algorithm.
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